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Abstract

Innovation has become one of the most prominent strategic tools to acquire and retain
competitive advantage for firms and nations. Innovation is more interdependent than
ever, and novel solutions are increasingly carried out by innovation ecosystems.
Government influences and directs innovation through measures such as financial,
regulatory, and soft instruments, i.e., innovation policy. To generate growth,
employment, globally scalable solutions and wellbeing, public decision-makers direct
their R&D support and investments to actors that are in turn likely to create such
spillover effects of innovation for the benefit of the society. Public R&D expenditures are
taxpayer investments, thus effective use of such resources through appropriate
instruments is in the national interest.

Successful innovation policy focuses on the incentives of innovative actors. This thesis
explores the barriers hindering the successful operation of innovation ecosystems in the
Finnish policy environment and offers recommendations on how to improve the current
policy measures and instruments to serve the needs and objectives of innovation
ecosystems. The study was conducted as an inductive, qualitative research using a
multiple-case format. The primary data of the study consists of interviews with
representatives of public and private innovation ecosystems (n=37). All studied
innovation ecosystems operate in the Finnish environment and receive national R&D
support. Most study participants represent top management of large Finnish companies.
The empirical data has been analyzed and structured using the Gioia methodology (Gioia
et al., 2013), which allows logical presentation and visualization of qualitative data.

The findings indicate that innovation ecosystem operation is inhibited by policy
barriers including short-term support and siloed instruments. A key finding was the call
for more longitudinal funding instruments to secure continuity and viability of
innovation ecosystems. These results are in line with the literature that urges consistency,
predictability, and removal of contradictory policies, albeit recognized difficulties of
retaining long-term policies. The results imply that instruments are directed to separate
stages of innovation, causing lost output between stages, i.e., the well-known Valley of
Death. To maximize competitiveness, the study recommends providing accessibility to
R&D funding for global players who are currently excluded from the funding scheme.
Lastly, the results suggest improved facilities for intermediate-level experimentation and
indicate preferences of upfront subsidies over tax incentives.
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Tiivistelmä

Innovaatio on yksi keskeisimmistä kilpailuedun luonnin ja säilyttämisen strategisista
työkaluista yrityksille ja valtioille. Innovaatio on keskinäisriippuvaisempaa kuin koskaan,
ja uusia ratkaisuja tuotetaan yhä enenevässä määrin innovaatioekosysteemeissä. Valtio
ohjaa tätä kehitystä innovaatiopolitiikan eli taloudellisten, regulatiivisten ja ei-sitovien
instrumenttien avulla. Luodakseen kasvua, työllisyyttä, globaalisti skaalautuvia ratkaisuja
ja hyvinvointia, julkiset päättäjät kanavoivat T&K-investointejaan toimijoille, joiden
tuottamat seurannaisvaikutukset heijastuvat laajalti takaisin yhteiskuntaan. Julkiset T&K-
menot ovat veronmaksajien investointeja, joten niiden tehokas käyttö soveltuvien
instrumenttien avulla olisi suotavaa.

Menestyksekäs innovaatiopolitiikka edellyttää keskittymistä toimijoiden kannustimiin.
Tässä tutkimuksessa pureudutaan innovaatioekosysteemien toimintaa hankaloittaviin
tekijöihin suomalaisessa politiikkaympäristössä. Näihin perustuen voidaan tarjota
suosituksia nykyisten rahoitus- ja tuki-instrumenttien kehittämiseen sekä
innovaatioekosysteemien toiminnan laajamittaisempaan mahdollistamiseen. Tutkimus
toteutettiin induktiivisena ja laadullisena monitapaustutkimuksena. Aineisto koostuu
haastatteluista innovaatioekosysteemien edustajilta eri teollisuudenaloilta (n=37).
Tutkitut ekosysteemit toimivat Suomessa ja niille on myönnetty kansallista T&K-
rahoitusta. Merkittävä osa haastatelluista edustaa suuryrityksen ylintä johtoa.
Haastatteludata on analysoitu noudattaen Gioia-metodologiaa (Gioia et al., 2013), joka
mahdollistaa laadullisen datan loogisen visualisoinnin.

Tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat, että innovaatioekosysteemien toimintaa vaikeuttavat
lyhytkatseisuus ja instrumenttien siiloutuneisuus. Innovaatioekosysteemeillä on selkeä
tarve pitkäjänteisemmille rahoitusinstrumenteille jatkuvuuden ja resurssien tehokkaan
käytön turvaamiseksi. Tulokset ovat linjassa aiempaan tutkimuskirjallisuuteen, joka
painottaa innovaatiopolitiikan keinojen johdonmukaisuutta ja ennakoitavuutta. Lisäksi
monet instrumentit kohdistuvat innovaatioprosessin eri vaiheisiin, mikä voi johtaa
tehottomaan resurssien käyttöön. Kilpailukyvyn maksimoimiseksi keskeisinä keinoina
nähtiin T&K-rahoituksen saatavuuden mahdollistaminen ekosysteemin kansainvälisille
yrityksille sekä valtiollisten toimijoiden strategisen roolin muuttaminen. Tulokset tukevat
lisäinvestointeja kokeiluympäristöjen ja pilottihankkeiden luomiseen. Lisäksi
etukäteisrahoitus nähtiin verokannustimia toimivampana ja motivoivampana ratkaisuna.

Avainsanat Innovaatiopolitiikka, T&K-rahoitus, innovaatioekosysteemi
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Introduction 1

1 Introduction

This first section aims to firstly illustrate the theoretical background and motivation for

conducting the research. Second, an overview of the research objectives is provided, and the

research questions designed for examining these objectives are presented. This is followed

by a description of the research context. Lastly, the scope of the research is defined and

elaborated on.

1.1 Background and motivation

Innovation – i.e., the technical design, production, management, possible experimentation,

and the commercial activities of bringing a novel idea to the market – is more interdependent

than ever (Yawson, 2009; Adner & Euchner, 2014). After the breakthrough of supply chain

management (SCM) in the 1980s, the puzzling nature of managing company networks has

accelerated, synchronically with globalization. Recognizing the limitations of linear and

closed innovation thinking, today's strategy literature agrees on the benefits of seeking

complementary resources such as skills and equipment from outside the organization. After

supply chain management (SCM), we are now witnessing the emergence of a new paradigm

– ecosystem management (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021).

Open innovation and the concept of ecosystems have risen together for over the past

20 years to tackle the complexity of value creation in modern economies. Drawing an

analogy to biological ecosystems, the term was introduced to highlight interdependencies

between organizations and their operative environments (Moore, 1993). As an established

concept in today's strategy and R&D literature, the ecosystem offers a framework for

executives and researchers to understand complementarity, specialization, and value

creation through the lens of today's competitive operating environment. Ecosystems

represent the paradigm shift from the traditional measures of market success, e.g., economic

output and market share, towards leveraging the economies of scale and complementary

processes that a spectrum of partners can bring through a shared value proposition (Jacobides

et al., 2018; Scaringella & Radziwon, 2018).

The ecosystem umbrella – and the most dominant concept under it, innovation

ecosystem – have gained significance in managerial world (Moore, 1993; Iansiti & Levien,

2004; Adner, 2017), policymaker discussions (European Parliament, 2015; Business

Finland, 2021) and academia (Jacobides et al., 2018; Lingens et al., 2021). Simultaneously,
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the ecosystem concept has evolved from a metaphor (Moore, 1993) through an

experimenting phase (Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Gawer (2014) into a constantly co-evolving

structure (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021), leading us to the current turning point where

the literature is only introducing its first suggestions on how to manage ecosystems.

While academics have thoroughly investigated such core domains of innovation

ecosystems as value creation (Autio & Thomas, 2014), ecosystem structure (Adner, 2017;

Jacobides et al., 2018) and more recently, ecosystem governance (Lingens et al., 2021), the

coevolutionary understanding of the concept remains in its infancy, leaving the relationship

between innovation ecosystems and their policy environment unexplored. The

understanding of public policy on how to design incentivizing programs and funding

opportunities often lacks behind that of industrial and scholarly innovators (Wessner, 2005;

OECD, 2017). By such measures as R&D funding, innovation-friendly legislation, and

creation of platforms for collaboration, innovation policy spurs companies to innovate in

ways that serve the interests of the society. While such supportive means have recently

progressed in Europe and the U.S. through goals of increased R&D spending, few scholarly

attempts to create innovation policy tools for innovation ecosystems specifically have been

introduced. Yet, innovation ecosystems are recognized as the most prominent way to create

new solutions today (Rabelo et al., 2015), calling for appropriate policy instruments for

acquiring and sustaining growth through innovation ecosystems.

As the social returns from innovative activity typically outweigh the private ones

through knowledge spillover effects, industry players are incentivized to allocate fewer

resources to R&D than the social optimum would require (De Blasio et al., 2015). Given the

increase for public welfare – e.g., increased GDP, employment, and increased average wage,

and the resulted higher consumption – finding the appropriate tools to stimulate innovation

would be in the national interest (Prokop & Stejskal, 2019). The role of governments in

innovation is increasingly important through their involvement in a broad range of

technological applications as a financier and supporter. Especially in more developed

economies, this role is increasingly shifting towards a strategic partner of the industry that

not only de-risks innovation through early investments but also leads the design and

implementation of new solutions (Mazzucato, 2016).

Yawson (2009) accentuated that for a large part, the emergence of ecosystem analogy

stems from the inability of traditional innovation models to produce effective policy

strategies at national levels. It is thus believed that public decision-makers should progress

beyond input-output correlations of innovation, such as R&D investments and patent counts
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towards a more holistic understanding of innovation and its complex nature. While the

importance of the ecosystem approach to investigate public policy has been recently

recognized (Rinkinen & Harmaakorpi, 2018), few attempts to connect the innovation

ecosystem approach with innovation policy have been presented, apart from Gretschmann

& Schepers (2016) and Laasonen et al. (2020). The formerly mentioned scholars depicted

the call for an update in European innovation policy by referring to the shift from linear view

towards ecosystem thinking: "The old approach to innovation policy no longer works and

the new approaches are not matured enough yet."

The growing recognition of the innovation ecosystem concept has not emerged without

criticism. Questions have been raised over the ambiguity of the innovation ecosystem term

(Oh et al., 2016), its inconsistent application (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021), and

whether it adds value (Ghazinoory et al., 2021). Especially the concepts of business

ecosystem and innovation ecosystem are strongly intertwined in the literature, adding to the

puzzling nature of ecosystem approach. Innovation policy stems from rationales for public

intervention (Mazzucato, 2016) and policy instruments (Borrás & Edquist, 2013), aiming to

"fix" a national innovation system failure. As the role of governments has become more

prominent and proactive through expanding their areas of involvement in policy setting,

some countries have integrated ecosystem thinking in their policies. This is the current case

in Finland, where ecosystems have been adopted to the policy, yet a high level of confusion

remains (Laasonen et al., 2020). As theories and rationales require experimentation and

empirical evidence before they can be translated to policymaking (Laranja et al., 2008), we

need greater efforts to investigate policy environments from the viewpoint of innovation

ecosystems.

Aiming to contribute to the described research gaps, this study intends to discover

pitfalls of innovation policy in Finland from the perspective of innovation ecosystem

representatives. The study also provides recommendations for policymakers on how to

tackle such barriers and update the policy measures to be more suitable for innovation

ecosystems. To improve the industrial and economic competitiveness of Finland and to

enable co-generation of novel and scalable products, services and platforms, public

authorities must understand how the regulatory, financial, and soft policy instruments could

be improved to facilitate ecosystem-like operation. By exploring both public and private

innovation ecosystem perspectives, this study presents novel findings and suggestions for

the Finnish innovation policy.
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1.2 Research objectives and questions

Innovation ecosystem actors navigate a complex and evolving field of mechanisms and

incentives designed by public policymakers. To explore and evaluate the innovation policy

playground, it is vital to understand the innovation ecosystem concept and its unique value

creation features. Therefore, this study first provides an overview of the previous research

addressing the emergence of ecosystems in strategy and R&D literature and the reasons

behind the growing prominence of ecosystem thinking over the more traditional supply chain

and network approaches. The ecosystem overview will be followed by a dive into the

innovation ecosystem concept, how it creates value, and the modular logic behind its

functionality. Specifically, existing research on the structural mechanisms, leadership, and

managerial practices for ecosystem governance and task coordination are examined. After

that, the focus is geared towards innovation policy. The core elements and approaches of

innovation are covered, followed by the role of government in innovation. Consequently, an

overview is provided on the most common innovation policy instruments and their impact

on business performance. Lastly, characteristics of public financing of innovation and the

contemporary Finnish innovation policy are covered.

In addition to providing recommendations for public policy on incentivizing

innovation ecosystem activity and improving R&D policy instruments, this study aims to

offer suggestions for ecosystem executives and the academic field of innovation ecosystems

through identifying hindering policy factors and enabling principles to further develop the

ecosystem game in Finland. These challenges are identified and addressed by analyzing a

wide spectrum of experiences from industry and public organizations. It is critical to note

that while this research captures the perspectives of both public and private innovation

ecosystem actors, the data collection represents the standpoint of executives regarding the

barriers of the current Finnish innovation policy system. Therefore, the intent of this study

is not to provide a complete picture of what elements an ideal innovation system may

comprise, but to bring the viewpoints and underlying opinions of public and private

innovative ecosystem actors into the policy discussion. Presented here are the research

questions of the study:

RQ1: What barriers of Finnish innovation policy do innovation ecosystems experience?

RQ2: How could these barriers be addressed by the Finnish public authorities?
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By analyzing a variety of innovation ecosystems featuring both public and private players,

this study targets to acquire in-depth understanding on what challenges and impediments

exist in the Finnish operational environment for innovation ecosystems. By identifying the

underlying constraints and opportunities for improvement of the Finnish regulatory

environment for innovation ecosystems, this research intends to offer measures for public

organizations to enable stronger economic growth through improved functionality of

innovation ecosystems.

1.3 Research context

Driving innovation, economic productivity, and development through research and

development (R&D) investments is a growing topic of discussion and a practical goal at the

level of European Union (European Commission, 2010). For two decades, the EU has

implemented a research-driven innovation policy, i.e., the more is invested in R&D, the

greater the expected economic outcomes (Hervás-Oliver et al., 2021). In the EU's action and

development plan devised in 2000 (i.e., Lisbon Strategy), a target was set to invest 3% of

EU's GDP in R&D. Ten years later, this target was renewed in Europe 2020 strategy

(European Commission, 2010). In line with the R&D policy of the EU, Finland has redefined

their own R&D expenditure goal from current 2,8% in 2021 up to 4% by 2030 to foster the

creation and commercialization of new ideas (Finnish Parliament, 2021). As measured by

the amount of R&D investments, the most influential Finnish innovation policy player is

Business Finland. This government organization for innovation funding and trade, travel,

and investment promotion was responsible for 740,4 million euros (30,6 %) of the total

public Finnish R&D expenditures in 2021 (Statistics Finland, 2021). For a major part,

funding for innovation by Business Finland is based on the promised absolute R&D

investment increase – "The higher the promised absolute R&D&I increase, the more

competitive the project will be considered to be" (Business Finland, 2021).

Between 2000 and 2015, Finland consistently ranked at the forefront of R&D

expenditures and innovative performance (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016). After that, the

country suffered from the long-lasting economic crisis and slower (even negative) economic

growth, which led policymakers to question the R&D strategy. Consequently, Finland has

lost its leading position in terms of innovative performance. Contemporary research on the

Finnish innovation policy agrees that recent changes in regulation, taxation and financing

instruments of innovation have led the country's innovation policy to a state of confusion
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(Lemola, 2020; Laasonen et al., 2020). The same concerns – lack of consistency and

direction in innovation policy – have been raised in the evaluation by OECD (2017) and by

the Finnish innovation policymakers (see Ormala, 2019). The current setting in Finland is

therefore particularly useful for investigating the potential improvements of innovation

policy.

Some strategic changes in the Finnish innovation policy have been recently

established. Business Finland has embraced the term innovation ecosystem during the past

years, with the objective of creating public-private innovation ecosystems that are typically

led by a large backbone organization and aim for developing novel and scalable products,

services, standards, or platforms (Business Finland, 2021). If successful, the most recent call

– the "challenge competition" that was launched in 2020 – is expected to have a significant

impact in the Finnish economy, with predicted several billion euros of additional

investments in Finland resulting from the projects. The innovation ecosystems arising from

the challenge competition are expected to provide a major contribution on the 4% R&D&I

investment goal in the government program. Furthermore, they are expected to have a

"significant contribution" on the government's 75% employment target by 2025 through the

improved collaboration with SMEs and research organizations (Business Finland, 2021).

The companies in the challenge competition agreed to resolve significant future challenges

and grow their R&D investments in Finland.

Even though the top-performing countries in innovation and competitiveness typically

belong to the category of highest R&D expenditures, the increased R&D input does not lead

to growth unless it is supplemented with encompassing innovation policy (Gretschmann &

Schepers, 2016). While Finland now has a goal to climb back to the top of R&D expenditures

and innovative performance, it is crucial for its success that the features of the policy

instruments are designed, tailored, and updated so that they incentivize innovative actors to

perform and collaborate at their highest level. Due to its significance, the challenge

competition represents the current goals and driving mentality of co-creation activities in

Finland to some extent. Nevertheless, the investigated innovation ecosystems of this study

were beneficiaries of a variety of public R&D instruments, of which the challenge

competition is only one example. Hence, this research focuses beyond the limits of the

challenge competition and provides a comprehensive overview of the characteristics of the

most typical instruments that are available for and exploited by the selected innovation

ecosystems.
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Innovation ecosystems have emerged to be the central framework through which

public-private R&D is enabled, financed, and managed. Operating through principles of

specialization, complementarity, interdependence, and coevolution, innovation ecosystems

bring together public and private actors, their know-how and equipment as the "dynamic and

co-productive space in which industrial R&D&I takes place" (Schroth & Häußermann,

2018). Innovation ecosystems and their supporting actions have become an essential part of

the public policy discussions on a national level and worldwide. By investigating public

policy from the ecosystem standpoint, this study utilizes qualitative interview data from a

spectrum of Finnish innovation ecosystems. The companies' revenue varied between 100

000 – 10 000 000 000 €, and each selected company or organization was responsible for

leading or co-leading at least one innovation ecosystem with the aim to develop novel

products, standards, services, or platforms, and to bring them to the market. Through an

analysis of such data of industrial and innovative significance for the Finnish economic

competitiveness, this thesis provides an analysis of the challenges that the organizations are

facing with the current innovation policy, as well as recommendations for changes.

1.4 Research scope

This study is commissioned by Aalto University Centre of Knowledge and Innovation

Research (CKIR). The interview data comes for a research project named "How to succeed

in the ecosystem game", conducted by Aalto University CKIR, Aalto University Department

of Management, and one subcontractor company. The project is funded by Business Finland

and focuses on its innovation program challenge 2: "How to build global ecosystems in

Finland", aiming to deliver recommendations on how to improve ecosystem management

and the suitability of the Finnish innovation policy landscape for innovation ecosystems.

Throughout the time of writing, the author of this study has been employed by Aalto

University CKIR as a project member.

The primary data portion of this research comprises the interviews of the Ecosystem

Game research project (n=37) conducted with top and middle management representatives

of Finnish companies with high economic significance. The interviewees were responsible

for one or several innovation ecosystems that have operations in Finland. The interviews

were conducted by a team of researchers from Aalto University, with the objective of getting

an in-depth understanding on the issues that innovation ecosystem representatives typically

experience as they operate in the ecosystem environment, and the management practices that
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are used to mitigate these challenges. The interview guide was divided into three areas: 1)

Company strategy and its link to innovation ecosystem strategy, 2) Management challenges

and practices in a selected innovation ecosystem, and 3) The Finnish context and how

innovation ecosystem operation could be further encouraged and facilitated by the national

authorities.

To keep the scope of the study applicable for a Master's thesis, this research utilizes

data solely from the section #3 (The Finnish context). This last section of the interview guide

was designed to develop an understanding of what issues the ecosystem representatives had

experienced in the national legal, funding, and soft policy measures, i.e., what factors were

perceived to hinder and enable innovation in publicly supported innovation ecosystems. The

the raw data has been co-analyzed with two other project researchers and thus it purposefully

overlaps with the Ecosystem Game reporting to some extent. Nevertheless, this study

focuses specifically on the Finnish innovation policy context, using a different research

method. Hence, this thesis covers the literature review, applied methodology (Gioia et al.,

2013) and the appropriate data analysis, visual representation of the findings,

recommendations, and conclusions based on the given primary data portion.
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2 Literature review

This section intends to examine the previous findings on the relevant research fields for the

study. An overview of ecosystem studies and innovation ecosystems is followed by

innovation policy strategies, their applications and performance effects on innovation,

aiming to describe the current innovation landscape and the respective policy instruments of

modern innovation policy design and implementation.

2.1 Ecosystems

In 2014, Forbes announced the "next big business buzzword" to be "ecosystem", dwarfing

the terminology of networks and clusters (Gobble, 2015). Today, the business competition

field is recognized to be ecosystem vs. ecosystem. It is vital for policymakers to understand

the characteristics and logic of action of an ecosystem, as every organization participates in

one (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021). This section aims to give a comprehensive

overview of the previous discoveries in the field of ecosystems study. A review of the birth

of the ecosystem construct is followed by an analysis of the research streams in the

ecosystem field and the characteristics of ecosystem management. Finally, the structures and

objectives of different ecosystem types are clarified.

2.1.1 The ecosystem concept

In management literature, the ecosystem concept was first coined by Moore (1993, p. 76),

who mirrored the ecological representation of coexistence and collaboration into the

economic world. He proposed that the term "industry" should be replaced with "business

ecosystem", arguing that in a modern business environment, economic activities cannot be

split under specific industries. Moore (1993) suggested that the foundation of business

ecosystems is a set of core capabilities, which are leveraged to produce the core product.

This results in a "total experience" received by the customer, which consists of a multitude

of complementary offers (Moore, 1996, p. 15). The core idea behind this analogy is that no

organization, like any other living organism, can exist in a vacuum. With the facilitation of

a vital leadership company – the "keystone species" of the ecosystem – a business ecosystem

can mitigate the risk of becoming extinct. By enabling the creation of new products and

services – i.e., being innovative in the face of change – a business ecosystem can shield itself
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from external shocks that arise from the changing business environment where organizations

are under constant influence of others (Moore, 1996, p. 25). Accordingly, Moore (1996, p.

9) described the business ecosystem as “an economic community supported by a foundation

of interacting organizations and individuals – the organisms of the business world".

Moore (1993) suggested that business ecosystems progress through a life cycle of four

stages. In the birth phase, the product and service requirements of the customer must be well

acknowledged by all partners, as sharing this understanding ensures the cooperation of

members towards common goals. The keystone organization secures the collaboration

among key companies and assumes a central role. In the expansion phase, the ecosystem

grows into new territories. At this stage, the ecosystem is more likely to succeed and thrive

if the actors' complementary assets and skills are leveraged to overcome the potential

rivalries that may be caused by same targeted application realms. Consolidation takes place

in the leadership phase through the commitment of component suppliers and complement

producers. At the final stage – self-renewal (or death) – selection plays a major role, as the

ecosystem responds to the unpredictable changes in the environment, such as regulations or

new competition, by either giving in or making room for new ecosystems to emerge.

Building upon Moore's work, Gossain & Kandiah (1998, p. 4) claimed that in the

business ecosystem scenario, the "conventional boundaries between customers, suppliers,

partners, information, and goods and services begin to blur". Consequently, Iansiti &

Levien (2004) agreed that a biological ecosystem provides a more powerful analogy than

any other type of network for describing a network of businesses, as both biological

ecosystems and company networks involve several loosely interconnected players whose

mutual effectiveness and survival depend on each other. The scholars identified four features

of a business ecosystem: fragmentation, interconnectedness, cooperation, and competition.

For the following decade, ecosystem literature kept evolving around the concept of

interdependence (Adner, 2006; Adner & Kapoor, 2010; Autio & Thomas, 2014). Whereas

Moore's business ecosystem revolved around the focal firm, the central idea of 21st century

ecosystems is the collective, system-level goal (Adner, 2017; Autio & Thomas, 2020). De

Vasconcelos Gomes et al., (2021) redefined an ecosystem as a "meta-organization wherein

collective action is performed by a group of autonomous organizations that are not bounded

by hierarchical mechanisms but share a specific system-level orientation or goal".

Drawing the parallel metaphor from ecology (Moore, 1993) has not reached its

widespread adoption without criticism. In Moore's ecosystem concept, a major determinant

is the role of conscious choice. While animals select their habitats, mates, and behaviour, the
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economic world's decision-makers – such as managers, investors, and regulators – spend

tons of resources in analyzing outcomes and scenarios. In contrast to natural ecosystems that

aim for pure survival, business ecosystems and innovation ecosystems compete over

potential members and aim for delivering novel products to the market (Iansiti & Levien,

2004; Oh et al., 2016). Yet, even with its evident imperfections, the ecosystem concept has

gained remarkable interest among managers and academics as a tool to understand the

complementary nature of business in a global world. Nevertheless, the rationales behind

ecosystem thinking are rich in variety, making ecosystem research fragmented. In the

following section, the literature streams on ecosystems are examined and are later integrated

into the ecosystem management concept of today.

2.1.2 Two literature streams on ecosystems

Ecosystems have been investigated from two perspectives that are often found to

complement each other. This dual classification separates the industry-focused analyses

from the public innovation policy studies. Dating back to Moore's business ecosystem

(1993), the first literature stream emphasizes industry, markets, and corporate strategy. The

second stream has an institutional focus, rooting to the National Innovation System (NIS)

studies and public policy, highlighting socio-economic development (Yawson, 2009). The

characteristics of the two research streams are presented below (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of institutional & industrial ecosystem literature streams.

Research
Focus Public Policy (Institutional) Market (Industrial)

Key logic
Policy tools to align academia, industry,

and government together to co-create and
commercialize new solutions

Keystone company gathers other
actors to materialize a value

proposition together

Incentives Regional & economic development,
social well-being

Improve focal firm's core
offering

Ecosystem
Description

Set of public & private actors who
operate in a certain region and whose
relationships result in innovation &

knowledge

Set of industry actors that work
together to create and capture

market value

Character Regionality Unboundedness
Link National Innovation Systems (NIS) Business Ecosystems (BE)

Leading
organization Public, private, or shared leadership Industry backbone organization

Core literature Yawson (2009), Budden & Murray
(2019), Granstrand & Holgersson (2020)

Moore (1993, 1996), Autio &
Thomas (2014)
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The key logic behind the market-driven ecosystem approach is that the backbone

organization gathers a set of complementary skills and equipment around itself to

commercialize the value proposition together (Moore, 1993; Autio & Thomas, 2014). In

contrast, the institutional perspective views ecosystems as a boundary-spanning, public-

private collaboration where leadership may be public, private, or shared (Yawson, 2009;

Budden & Murray, 2019). Several features of both research streams, such as the objectives

of improving the core offering and enhancing regional development, come together in the

current view of innovation ecosystem, which will be discussed in the following sections.

While this traditional dichotomy illustrates the roles of the public and private actors in

an ecosystem, in the recent years, the ecosystem concept has evolved through an alternate

approach. Regarding the foundational logic of the ecosystem, Adner (2017) made a

pioneering distinction between what he called "ecosystem-as-affiliation" and "ecosystem-as-

structure". The former is based on the focal firm's needs, whereas the latter emerges from

the demands of a focal innovation. Ecosystem-as-affiliation has been described as a

community of partners based on symbiotic relationships and is therefore strongly linked to

business ecosystems (Moore, 1993; Iansiti & Levien, 2004). It focuses on the number of

partners, network density, and other measurements of access and openness, keeping the focal

firm and its incentives in the center of analysis. It exists and feeds from the focal firm – the

more affiliated actors it attracts, the more centrality, bargaining power, and network

externalities are generated for the central firm.

While providing a solid tool for macro-level analysis and a logical framework for

ecosystems, ecosystem-as-affiliation has been claimed to lack the specifics of value creation.

Hence the introduction of the ecosystem-as-structure as a complementary approach (Adner,

2017). By this logic, a fully functioning ecosystem derives from the focal value proposition

rather than the company network itself, and thus an ecosystem comprises all partners whose

contribution the realization of the focal value proposition depends upon. In ecosystem-as-

structure, the incentives of ecosystem actors automatically become compatible, which leads

to a solid and consistent alignment structure, configuration of activities, and ultimately a

more effective use of the ecosystem construct (Adner, 2017). Ecosystem-as-affiliation and

ecosystem-as-structure are not mutually exclusive but rather useful concepts to understand

when analyzing ecosystems and their attributes. Building on Adner's structural view,

Jacobides et al. (2018) saw an ecosystem as a governance structure that enables matching

the complementary skills and assets of the ecosystem partners. The scholars agree that the
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focal value proposition must exist in the genesis phase of the ecosystem to align the actors

to reach for the common goal (Adner, 2017; Jacobides et al., 2018).

Through an integrative analysis of Moore (2006), Adner (2017) and Jacobides et al.

(2018), Hou & Shi (2021) added a coevolutionary view to the prevalent dual framing. The

study suggested replacing the structure vs. affiliation dichotomy with structure vs.

coevolution framing, as the affiliation view was claimed to be no longer relevant on its own,

but as a linking concept between the new concepts. Returning to the origins of the ecosystem

construct, Hou & Shi (2021) claimed that as Moore (1996) had suggested early on, the only

way for a company to cope against constant competition is to stay innovative. Therefore, the

coevolutionary perspective presumes an ecosystem's fundamental mission to be facilitation

of continuous innovation. Summarized below are the three ecosystem approaches (Table 2).

Table 2. Characteristics of the three ecosystem perspectives.

Ecosystem Ecosystem-as-
affiliation Ecosystem-as-structure Ecosystem-as-

coevolution

Foundational
logic Focal firm Focal innovation Continuous

innovation

Logic of
success

Community of actors
based on symbiotic

relationships

All actors whose
contribution the

materialization of the focal
value proposition depends

upon

Continuous
innovation to cope
with competition

Focus

Number of partners,
network density,

measurements of access
and openness

Alignment structure
(defined positions and

configuration of activities)

Open exchange
with environments

Actors Entities that undertake
roles & activities

Entities that are tied to the
focal actor

Evolving entities
without fixed roles

Incentives

Focal firm's centrality,
bargaining power &

network externalities as
enablers

Compatible incentives to
concretize initial VP

Consistent
coevolution within

an ecosystem

Strategy
theory

Alignment as value
driver

Value creation, competitive
advantage

Dynamic
capabilities

Core
literature

Moore (1993, 1996),
Iansiti & Levien (2004)

Adner (2006, 2017),
Jacobides et al. (2018)

Hou & Shi (2021),
De Vasconcelos
Gomes (2021)

Timeline 1990-2005 2005-2020 2020-
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Whereas Jacobides et al. (2018) view the vital alignment structure for an ecosystem to be

based on roles, the coevolutionary approach by Hou & Shi (2021) proposes that ecosystems

should be examined from the perspective of actors rather than roles. The scholars argue that

adding an environmental assumption into the ecosystem makes the concept more dynamic,

as their interpretation of ecosystems shifts the role from value creation (Adner, 2017),

competitive advantage (Jacobides et al. 2018) and focal innovation (Adner, 2017, Jacobides

et al. 2018) towards dynamic capabilities and continuous innovation. Though still in its

infancy, the coevolutionary view appears to be gaining scholarly attention. Researchers

agree that today, every organization is a member of an ecosystem (Shipilov and Gawer,

2020; Ganco et al., 2020) which "consists of a structure in the context of distributed value

creation, distributed agency, evolvability, modularity, and generativity." (De Vasconcelos

Gomes et al., 2021). In line with the ecosystem concept's development from a metaphor to

a dynamic structure, the strategic decision-making within ecosystems has developed towards

the current understanding of ecosystem management, which will be discussed in the

following section.

2.1.3 Ecosystem management

After the establishment of supply chain management (SCM) between the 1980s and 1990s,

the economic world has experienced a surge in the complexity of what is required to manage

company networks. In contrast to supply chains, an ecosystem is neither completely

hierarchical nor contractually managed (Jacobides et al., 2018; Lingens et al., 2021).

Ecosystem management has been regarded as the next breakthrough of creating and

managing partnerships after SCM due to the unique characteristics that innovations,

especially radical ones, bring in a company's production flows and activities. Integrating

decades of research on supply chains, open innovation, and ecosystems, De Vasconcelos

Gomes et al., (2021) proposed the first definitions of ecosystem management (EM) to date:

"EM is a unique domain in innovation and management research, representing a singular

and distinct research field that is distinct from related work on supply chains, clusters, open

innovation, and other system approaches for managing interdependence."

Since Moore's business ecosystem, researchers have expressed growing

disappointments in other systemic approaches, e.g., supply chain management (SCM),

networks, and value chains (Moore, 1993, 1996; Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Santos &
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Eisenhardt, 2005). In his seminal work, Moore (1993, p. 3) concluded that research on

strategic alliances and networks offered "little systematic assistance for managers who seek

to understand the underlying strategic logic of change". Hence, ecosystem management has

been established as its own distinct field of research to fulfill this gap in management

literature. According to De Vasconcelos Gomes et al. (2021), EM research has evolved in

three steps. In the building phase from Moore (1993) until Adner (2007) and Teece (2007),

the concept was introduced and used as a metaphor for supporting the rise of open innovation

with no real-world applications. From Adner (2006) to Spigel (2017) there was an

experimenting phase in which different types of ecosystems emerged alongside the business

ecosystem, and different units of analysis were tested. Since the affiliation vs. structure

dichotomy (Adner, 2017), literature regards ecosystems as co-evolving structures and EM

literature is beginning to offer suggestions on how to manage ecosystems.

EM today concerns multiple levels – from individuals to units, companies, ecosystems,

and across ecosystems. At the firm level, EM searches for best practices to operate in an

ecosystem through skills and capabilities (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2018), strategies

(Furr & Kapoor, 2018), and mechanisms for value creation and capture (Autio & Thomas,

2014). At the ecosystem level, EM seeks solutions for efficient leadership, task coordination

and membership control (Autio & Thomas, 2014; Lingens et al., 2021), managing rules and

standards for complementors (Jacobides et al., 2018), eliminating bottlenecks (Masucci et

al., 2020), and controlling the quality of ecosystem outputs (Thomas & Autio, 2020). As a

central rule of EM, successful companies align their strategy, structure, and capabilities with

those of the ecosystem (Adner, 2017; De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021).

2.1.4 Different types of ecosystems

Ecosystem management literature has evolved in a fragmented way and relies on diverse

terminologies. To investigate innovation ecosystems and their management in detail, it is

deemed necessary to go through the typology of modern-day ecosystems. In this section, the

characteristics of the currently recognized five types of ecosystems are reviewed. In the

beginning, a summary of the main characteristics of each ecosystem is provided in the form

of a table. Ecosystem researchers typically differentiate between factors such as research

focus, actors, baseline of ecosystem, and ecosystem output, and the classification provided

here follows such guidelines (Valkokari, 2015; Autio & Thomas, 2020; De Vasconcelos

Gomes, 2021).
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Table 3. Different types of ecosystems.

Terminology Definition Research
focus Actors

Baseline
of

ecosystem
Output

Business
ecosystem

"An economic
community

supported by
interacting

organizations and
individuals" (Moore,

1993)

 Firm,
community

Focal company,
suppliers,
customers

Exploiting
resources

for
customer

value

Product,
services

Knowledge
ecosystem

"The flow of
knowledge in which

research
organizations

advance
innovation"

(Clarysse et al.,
2014)

University

Research
institutes,

innovators,
universities

Knowledg
e

exploitatio
n

Knowledge

Entrepreneurial
ecosystem

"The elements within
a region that
support the

development of
innovative startups"

(Spigel, 2017)

City, region

Technology
entrepreneurs,
policymakers,

funding
organizations

Fostering
entreprene

urship
Start-up

Platform-based
ecosystem

"A network where a
platform owner

encourages third
parties to develop
complementary

innovations"
(Cozzolino et al.,

2021)

Managing
technology
dependency

Platform owner,
third parties
developing

complementary
innovations

Enabling
compleme

ntary
technology

Platform,
software,

applications

Innovation
ecosystem

"The collaborative
arrangements

through which firms
combine their

individual offerings"
(Adner, 2006)

Actors,
institutions,

artefacts

Policymakers,
local

intermediators,
public & private

actors

Co-
creation of
innovation

Technology,
knowledge,

product,
service

Ecosystem

“A Set of actors with
complementarities
that are not fully
hierarchically
controlled”

(Jacobides et al.,
2018)

Complement
arity, actors

Interconnected
organizations

Exploiting
compleme
ntary skill

sets

Product,
services to

market
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2.1.4.1 Business ecosystem

De Vasconcelos Gomes et al. (2018) specified that business ecosystems focus more on value

capture (i.e., distributing the created value among the ecosystems participants) than creation

itself, separating it from an innovation ecosystem that serves the purpose of value creation.

While the keystone companies deploy substantial bargaining power within a business

ecosystem, they tend to represent a small portion of firms in that ecosystem (Iansiti and

Levien, 2004). Hence, in a typical setting, a business ecosystem comprises a large backbone

organization that acts as the enabler, and the company network around it. Clarysse et al.

(2014) suggested that this type of ecosystem focuses on value creation and capture for

current customers, in globally dispersed value networks. According to Valkokari (2015), a

business ecosystem intends to bring the products and services to market that an innovation

ecosystem may have initiated. In general, a business ecosystem represents the logical

paradigm shift from supply chain management (SCM) to ecosystem management (EM)

through the complementary processes that participants can leverage when aiming for

commercialized products (Scaringella & Radziwon, 2018). This aspiration of competitive

advantage reflects the logic of value capture.

2.1.4.2 Knowledge ecosystem
In contrast to a cross-border business ecosystem, a knowledge ecosystem tends to be

geographically clustered (Clarysse et al., 2014). Knowledge ecosystems are usually initiated

and orchestrated by a public research organization, such as a research institute or a

university. Valkokari (2015) suggested that knowledge ecosystems have their main interest

and outcome in knowledge creation, which happens through cooperation of mainly academic

organizations and joint research work. Thus, the center of attention is exploration instead of

exploitation. According to Valkokari (2015), on a go-to-market scale, a knowledge

ecosystem is placed at the stage closest to fundamental research, which is later exploited by

innovation ecosystems that foster growth and interaction (stage 2) and finally a business

ecosystem that aims to further commercialize the value proposition (stage 3).

2.1.4.3 Entrepreneurial ecosystem

In a similar vein to knowledge ecosystems, entrepreneurial ecosystems have been

characterized through territory-specificity (Spigel, 2017). An entrepreneurial ecosystem

aims for creating new, radical business models that ventures can further harness to scale
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(Spigel, 2017; Autio & Thomas, 2019). Hakala et al. (2020) described an entrepreneurial

ecosystem as a response to the need of creating wealth and employment for a defined

geographic area. As specified by Cavallo (2019, p. 1300), an entrepreneurial ecosystem aims

for productive innovation through new ventures and thus is a "community of interdependent

actors, individuals, entities and regulatory bodies within a given geographic area". It is

possible for a regulator or a policymaker to lead an entrepreneurial ecosystem. Moreover,

an entrepreneurial ecosystem can be distinguished from other ecosystems through the key

actors including accelerators, incubators, and other resource and funding providers such as

advisors, mentors, and business angels (Autio & Thomas, 2019).

2.1.4.4 Platform ecosystem

The keystone organization of a platform ecosystem is the platform leader or a platform

provider (Iansiti & Levien, 2004). These companies and their hundreds if not thousands of

partners contribute to the ecosystem by providing complementary contributions (Gawer &

Cusumano, 2014). Through the digital platform – i.e., the outcome of hardware and software

products for consumer electronics such as computers and cell phones – the platform

ecosystem members also take part in ecosystem-based innovation (Gawer & Cusumano,

2014; Iansiti and Levien, 2004). The competitive landscape of a platform ecosystem is

similar to that of a business ecosystem, as the complementing firms work jointly with the

platform provider to materialize the platform provider's value proposition by also benefiting

themselves from the exploitation of complementary skills. However, in platform

ecosystems, the position of these complementors, who are often independent producers,

weakens relative to the platform owner managing the ecosystem (Cozzolino, 2021).

Examples of these are the control of Apple over its app developers (Yoffie & Rossano, 2012)

and that of Amazon over its complementing firms (Zhu & Liu, 2018).

2.1.4.5 Innovation ecosystem

Despite the intertwined conceptualization of business ecosystem and innovation ecosystem,

the latter has established itself more strongly. One key difference between the two is that

innovation ecosystems are suggested to have their focus on value creation, whereas business

ecosystems operate closer to the market, thus emphasizing value capture (Valkokari, 2015).

Focusing on co-creating complex innovations that benefit the end customer, Jacobides et al.

(2018, p. 2257) noted that "the anchoring point of an innovation ecosystem is the system of
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innovation that allows customer to use the end product". Through the emphasis on

facilitation and experimentation, an innovation ecosystem serves the purpose of developing

a product or a service than can be implemented in the later go-to-market stages. Accordingly,

an innovation ecosystem is the link between knowledge and business ecosystems that

integrates the new knowledge and the commercialization (Valkokari, 2015). Most scholars

agree that an innovation ecosystem should be led and orchestrated by a focal company

(Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Adner, 2016), yet there this has recently been contested as multi-

orchestration models have emerged due to the complex requirements that producing

competitive solutions sets (Budden & Murray, 2019; Lingens et al., 2021).

2.2 Innovation ecosystems

Under the ecosystem umbrella, innovation ecosystem has risen to prominence over other

ecosystem types. This section aims to explain the typical settings in which innovation

ecosystems are formed and the reasons behind the popularity of the concept. Finally, a

review is conducted on the key characteristics, modular value creation logic, and governance

mechanisms of innovation ecosystems.

2.2.1 The rise of the innovation ecosystem construct

For over a decade, scholars largely considered the two concepts of business ecosystem

(Moore, 1993) and innovation ecosystem (Adner, 2006) as synonymous as they both were

viewed to aim for creating a collaborative network towards innovation with a systematic

approach (Radziwon et al., 2017; De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2018). In the 2000s,

ecosystems gained rapid managerial and scholarly attention along with the rising popularity

of open innovation. As a result, Adner (2006) came up with what most academics depict as

the most cited definition for the innovation ecosystem concept (Granstrand & Holgersson,

2020): [An innovation ecosystem comprises] "The collaborative arrangements through

which firms combine their individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution".

Valkokari (2015, p. 20) noted that innovation ecosystems "occur as an integrating

mechanism between the exploration of new knowledge and its exploitation for value co-

creation in business ecosystems". By this definition, innovation ecosystems play the key role

in the early stages of the process of commercializing novel findings. Nevertheless,

innovation ecosystems may – and it is even advisable for one – to transform into a business
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ecosystem once the maturity level is high enough (VTT, 2021), and turn the research

findings into business (VTT, 2021). In line with this, Granstrand & Holgersson (2020, p. 3)

recently provided a new, synthetized definition, arguing that an innovation ecosystem is "the

evolving set of actors, activities, and artifacts, and the institutions and relations, including

complementary and substitute relations, that are important for the innovative performance

of an actor or a population of actors."

According Granstrand & Holgersson (2020), in the past decade, the center of academic

and managerial interest has shifted from business ecosystems towards innovation

ecosystems. While innovation ecosystems have also identified the importance of competing

actors (Gawer, 2014; Hannah & Eisenhardt, 2018), the recent focus has shifted from

competition to collaboration. Explanations for the rise of innovation ecosystem to the

prominence over business ecosystem revolve around this trend. Adner (2006) famously

argued that new products and services can rarely be developed in isolation and encouraged

businesses to seek complementary skills and machinery from outside the organization.

Magnified by the rise of digitalization, this appears to have initiated a sequence of scholar

and industrial applications on innovation ecosystems and open innovation, which will be

discussed in section 2.3. Thomas & Autio (2020) noted that as digital technologies are being

infrastructurally applied in business and society, the re-organization of value creation

activities and the co-creation of compatible outputs in an innovation ecosystem has reached

a new level. The movement from the linear innovation thinking towards ecosystems has

especially emerged to meet the demands of knowledge-based economies (Soete, 2007;

Smorodinskaya et al., 2017).

Today, innovation ecosystems are initiated and developed with varying objectives. By

bringing together heterogeneous types of actors such as start-ups, local or federal

governments, NGOs, universities, communities, and industrial firms, innovation ecosystems

may target the co-generation of a new product (Adner & Kapoor, 2010), restructuring of

entire value chains (Tutuba & Vanhaverbeke, 2018) or realization of major societal

improvements, as for instance mainstreaming of electric or self-driving cars, developing

circular economy services, or green energy (Yaghmaie, & Vanhaverbeke, 2019).

2.2.2 Value creation in innovation ecosystems

Value creation has been a well-researched topic in the field of innovation ecosystems

(Adner, 2017; Jacobides et al., 2018). There are two fundamental assumptions that must be
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considered as a basis to examine the phenomenon. First, an innovation ecosystem does not

emerge naturally but requires deliberate intention of the leader and the participating actors

to form an aligned structure where responsibilities and activities are coordinated (Lingens et

al., 2021). Second, an innovation ecosystem cannot be divided into bilateral relationships

but is a sum of individual value contributions that are interdependent (Adner, 2017).

Recognizing these assumptions, the value creation logic of an innovation ecosystem may be

examined.

Figure 1. Different value chain structures (Jacobides et al., 2018).

The collective value derives from the unique interactions of the players, following a

sequence of modules (Thomas & Autio, 2014; Jacobides et al., 2018; Lingens et al., 2021).

It must be possible to break down the co-generated value of the ecosystem into separate

modules, i.e., each actor's value contribution. This mutual adaptation of the modules causes

high adaptation costs, resulting in a high level of interdependency between the players. This

mutuality allows the ecosystem to create collective value that would be borderline

impossible for a single player to create on their own. Contrarily, the evident outcome of the

interdependency is that the withdrawal or failure of a partner may cause significant

challenges for the ecosystem (Adner, 2017; Jacobides et al., 2018). A beneficial contribution

to the innovation ecosystem demands each of the partners to bring a specialized input

(Thomas & Autio, 2014; Jacobides et al., 2018). Specialization and the modular logic,

however, are not enough for the ecosystem to function efficiently – the specialized inputs of

the participants should be complementary, i.e., such that the value created in the mutual

process outweighs the sum of the inputs when produced apart (Thomas & Autio, 2014).
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Interdependency states that one player's failure is likely to hinder the collective value

creation of the ecosystem. This logic applies throughout the ecosystem life cycle and on both

internal and external levels. Thomas & Autio (2014) point out that each player must

constantly co-evolve within the ecosystem as well as externally by responding to the changes

in the market environment. As the collective value creation depends on specialization and

complementary resources of the actors, a participant's inability to co-evolve with the

demands of other actors and the environment may create a bottleneck for the value creation.

2.2.3 Leadership in innovation ecosystems

The logic of modules in value creation does not only explain why complementarities may

be exploited for the benefit of the ecosystem – it also creates the need for a leading entity

(or an orchestrator). As each participant remains an independent organization aiming to

fulfill their own objectives through the complementary know-how and equipment, an

orchestrator is needed to secure the engagement of the ecosystem actors (Lingens et al.,

2021). Dedehayir et al. (2018) point out that a large portion of the innovation ecosystem

literature analyzes the leadership of a central player, which tends to establish their leadership

role early in the birth phase of the ecosystem. Accordingly, the role of ecosystem leaders is

dominant and even viewed as indispensable in ecosystem literature, as strongly established

terms include the keystone organization described by Moore (1993) and the keystone

advantage term by Iansiti & Levien (2004).

Orchestrators are typically expected to envision the potential for value creation, secure

the trust and knowledge exchange, and create an infrastructure to attract and maintain

partnerships (Williamson & De Meyer, 2012). Adner (2012) introduced the roles of

leadership and followership, stating that a follower is a member who agrees to the guidelines

and rules set by the leader. In this dynamic, the success of an innovation ecosystem is

conditional to willing followership (Adner, 2017). The leadership-followership dynamic and

a central leadership role is, however, being contested by novel findings, synchronically with

the rising emphasis on the innovation ecosystem's collaborative nature (Granstrand &

Holgersson, 2021), the focal value proposition rather than the focal firm (Adner, 2017;

Jacobides et al., 2018), the heterogeneity of partners from a variety of levels (Yaghmaie, &

Vanhaverbeke, 2019), and the shift from roles to evolving actors (Hou & Shi, 2021). The

backbone firm's leadership began to be contested when Adner (2017) illustrated that

pursuing the leadership role may cause a major risk. Budden & Murray (2019) concluded
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that the leadership of an innovation ecosystem may be distributed, as ecosystem leadership

is based on collective action: for instance, the public authorities and another stakeholder may

be able to jointly act as ecosystem leaders.

In Europe, Pikkarainen et al. (2017) observed that in contrast to the traditional

orchestrator-supporter roles, as the innovation ecosystem evolves, the participants may take

on different orchestrator roles and key activities, including leader, gatekeeper, promoter, and

developer. Komorowski (2019) showed that innovation ecosystems are not necessarily

centrally led by an initiating company but are formed around "central entities" such as

clusters, communities, programs, or locations. Until the recent emergence of the

coevolutionary view, the existing works on innovation ecosystems (Iansiti & Levien, 2004;

Adner, 2017; Jacobides et al., 2018) have framed the orchestrator as a role – the manager of

the ecosystem. The paradigm used to be that if a player is not an orchestrator, it is a

complementor. Nevertheless, Lingens et al. (2021) found that the orchestrator is an

organization – or a number of those – taking over varying tasks of orchestration, which

questions the distinction between orchestrators and complementors.

Jacobides et al. (2018) illustrated that a firm's ability to orchestrate an innovation

ecosystem requires two kinds of knowledge. To successfully manage one, an orchestrator

must possess sufficient know-how on the consumption (i.e., market and customer) as well

as production (i.e., partners and product development) side of the innovation ecosystem.

Consumption-related knowledge is required in defining the value proposition and

introducing new ideas, whereas production-related knowledge is needed in coordinating the

partners' tasks and concretizing the value proposition. Hence, if a single actor's knowledge

on the two domains is not sufficient, the different tasks of orchestration may be taken on by

several players, resulting in the emergence of single-, double-, and multi-orchestration

ecosystems (Lingens et al., 2021). This is influenced by the constructed interdependency

between the partners – once a selected orchestrator is established in taking on certain

responsibilities, it is difficult to change or replace (Lingens et al., 2021).

While the leadership in an innovation ecosystem may be shared, the pursuit of

leadership position depends on the aspirations of the organization and the approval of

ecosystem members (Adner, 2017). Autio & Thomas (2014) pointed out that the power

dynamics are influenced by differences in the partners' traditional advantages, including size

and financial resources. Due to varying extent of resources, engagement, and ownership, a

certain level of hierarchy and asymmetry of controlling power tends to naturally emerge in

innovation ecosystems.
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2.2.4 Governance and task coordination in innovation ecosystems

While ecosystems tend to be highly interdependent, each player remains their own economic

actor with their own objectives, all of which do not always align with those of the collective.

This raises challenges for the value creation and capture, and more specifically for the

incentivization and alignment of the partners (Yaghmaie et al., 2019; Gattaz et al., 2019). If

a clear and immediate link between a player's efforts and the collective benefits does not

exist, the benefits become difficult to materialize. In other words, a player only decides to

join an ecosystem if their gained portion of the co-created value outweighs the specialized

input invested. These benefits include opportunities for shared risks, access to valuable

information, resources and capabilities, increased innovation generation, and improved

market entry opportunities. However, as this portion is not always tangible or measurable,

opportunities for free-riding typically emerge in ecosystem settings, hence the need for

controlling and coordinating – i.e., governing – the innovation ecosystem (Autio & Thomas,

2014).

It is well recognized that value creation in innovation ecosystems is more likely in

situations where there is task coordination of the participants (Adner, 2017; Autio &

Thomas, 2014). Whether the leadership model is centralized or shared, governance

principles and standards are created and followed to secure the objective of value creation.

Tangible governance mechanisms include using commonly agreed contracts, schedules,

recurring meetings among the stakeholders, and internal platforms (Ritala et al., 2012).

However, as inter-firm and inter-personal trust have been recognized as critical success

factors in ecosystem settings, potent alternatives for the formal mechanisms are gaining

significance. As a complementary governance mechanism to the contractual ones, trust is

needed to reduce opportunistic behaviour. Joint problem-solving, constant open

communication, and maintaining a shared vision over time have been linked to a high level

of innovation ecosystem collaboration (Blomqvist et al., 2005; Ritala et al., 2013).

Furthermore, it is essential to collectively determine the objectives, responsibilities, and

value contributions of each player. A high level of transparency on how all actors' benefits

are linked to the shared goals is likely to enhance the ecosystem collaboration (Autio &

Thomas, 2014). The scholars suggest multi-stakeholder innovation ecosystems to create

shared norms that encourage reciprocity, since increasing the social cost of free riding may

be an efficient governance mechanism to reduce opportunism.
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Relying on the focal value proposition and market conditions, innovation ecosystem

governance and task coordination practices are strongly intertwined. As the governance

model typically aims for alignment and engagement of the partners, the task coordination

practices follow. While the social and behavioural norms have gained attention through the

recognized significance of trust, traditional task coordination mechanisms of top-down

hierarchy remain strong measures of governance, especially in cases where such practices

fit the organizational structures of the actors (Gebhardt et al., 2019). An example of this is a

top-down innovation ecosystem governance model of three levels (Hemilä et al., 2021). The

steering level comprises one representative from each organization, and the steering group

has the highest authority for decision-making. At the coordination level, day-to-day

operations are managed by project coordinators, project managers, and work package

leaders. These bodies of work such as software development for a project are finally broken

down into smaller tasks to be completed at the production level.

2.2.5 Membership control in innovation ecosystems

Membership control illustrates the boundaries and rules for joining the innovation

ecosystem. If the members work for the collective goal, it is beneficial to create guidelines

for outlining borders of the innovation ecosystem. Developing criteria for joining regulates

the trade-off between the increased value through network effects and the decreasing effects

of competitive crowding (Boudreau, 2012). Through principles of open innovation, an

organization should select the participants that provide the highest complementary fit

(Chesbrough, 2006; Thomas & Autio, 2014). However, finding the best fit may not be

straightforward, as competition often complicates the partner selection process. As a

common feature of ecosystems, this can be mitigated by seeking partners with similar

strategy goals but different competing objectives (Tsou et al., 2018). However, Jacobides et

al. (2018) note that measures for ecosystem membership control and governance – the "rules

of engagement" – are dependent on the level of openness in the ecosystem. Whereas some

ecosystems approve any participant who shares the interest, elsewhere membership is strictly

controlled. A minimal set of rules thus tends to better characterize the more open innovation

ecosystems. While the controlling party may be a focal organization, a set of orchestrating

organizations, a steering group or a committee, rules for membership are required for

innovation ecosystem success (Jacobides et al., 2018).
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Measures for controlling openness and finding the best complementary fit have been

identified. A membership fee or other upfront investments may reduce the opportunism and

enhance the level of activity (Williamson & De Meyer, 2012). Specialization in a certain

technological domain may be used as a criterion (Thomas & Autio, 2014). A practice derived

from entrepreneurial ecosystem management is a screening process for identifying the high-

value partners. During the screening process, an evaluation is conducted of the potential

participant's past implemented projects and their success rates, financial characteristics, and

the team's capabilities (Schwartz, 2009).  Moreover, quality control may be applied to ensure

that the firm is compatible enough, i.e., that it can leverage the features that the ecosystem

has to offer to the candidate and vice versa (Sivonen et al., 2015).

2.3 Innovation policy

One reason behind the emergence of ecosystem analogy has been argued to be the failure of

traditional innovation models to identify successful policy strategies (Yawson, 2009).

Innovation ecosystems provide a unique framework for value creation between a variety of

partners, and the usefulness of the concept is increasingly recognized by practitioners and

scholars. In public policy, however, while ecosystem thinking has been adopted to some

extent, the policy measures taken are not matured enough (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

As for example in Finland, ecosystems were integrated in the national innovation strategy

over a decade ago, yet the policy implementation has been characterized as confusing and

inconsistent (Laasonen et al., 2020). To connect the innovation ecosystem concept to public

policy, this chapter intends to explain why and how the process of innovation has been

developed from the linear and closed approach to the modern-day cyclical and open

innovation. After that, to offer benchmarking policy findings for this study, the different

rationales, strategies, and instruments of innovation policies are examined. This is followed

by an overview of the effects of different policies and funding models on business

performance. Lastly, a recap of the recent Finnish innovation policy is provided.

2.3.1 Innovation

The concept of innovation roots to the forward march of the Industrial Revolution. What the

21st century science and industry refer to as innovation, those actors in the 19th century knew

as invention, and particularly technical invention (Godin, 2008). Along with the rise of
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consumer culture, growing competition for patents, and increasing public investments in

building new labs for research and development, invention gained recognition and developed

a prestigious connotation (Godin, 2008). Consequently, innovation was introduced to the

economic studies by Joseph Schumpeter. His seminal work made a distinction between

invention (the novel idea of how to do something) and innovation (putting this idea into

practice). In contrast to invention, innovation is an economic decision – more specifically, a

new combination of means of production, i.e., a transformation in the factors of production

(inputs) to produce products (outputs) (Schumpeter, 1939; p. 87). The central player in

Schumpeter's early analysis is the entrepreneur. Enabled by the discoveries of scientific

research, the entrepreneur can design and create new opportunities for employment, growth,

and investments. Schumpeter proposed that innovation is an essential driver of

competitiveness (Porter & Stern, 1999) and economic dynamics (Hanush & Pyka, 2007).

Later, in agreement with Schumpeter's work, scholars around the globe began to fill

in what was missing in his writings. A new shift emerged in innovation, driven by the

recovery of post-war economy. Applications of government-funded research started to

become commercialized products. Consequently, the five steps from research to market –

i.e., the stages of innovation towards a commercialized, technological product or a service –

were published. As specified by Maclaurin, (1946), through the steps of pure science,

invention, innovation, finance, and acceptance (or diffusion), innovation reaches the market.

This process was proposed to be encouraged by two major driving forces for technological

development – venture capital and entrepreneurial skills. Between the early 1950s and

1980s, driven by Maclaurin's framework, innovation was viewed as a process. During this

period, public funding developed stronger incentives for investing in such ventures, as

innovation started to be understood as a predictable product of research (Godin, 2008). As a

result, the five steps from research to market came to be called the linear model of innovation

among economists and management scholars (Meyer & Marquis, 1969; Utterback, 1974).

The model is a simplification of bringing ideas to market, postulating that innovation begins

with basic research and ends with diffusion:

Figure 2. The linear model of innovation (Godin, 2006).
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As policymakers promoted a linear conception of innovation for decades, the linear model

has been influential among management and innovation studies (Mowery, 1983). However,

in the early 1990s, the model was questioned due to the rising complexity of innovation, and

it was claimed to be no longer applicable for managerial use (Rosenberg, 1994). Later, the

model has been argued to create an impression that increasing public R&D investments

would automatically result in greater competitiveness through commercialization, while the

real-world interactions within the innovation process are more advanced, multi-dimensional,

and complicated (Wessner, 2005). As innovation today is much more fast-paced,

competitive, and iterative, the linear model does not appropriately mirror the 21st century

innovation reality (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

While the linear model is still alive as a basis to understand more advanced models

that have risen from the information age, alternate models have been introduced to tackle

the complexity of commercializing new ideas. The paradigmatic development has been

going towards cyclical models. Whereas the linear concept assumes that innovation projects

go through sequential challenges or gates that must addressed during the process, the cyclical

understanding of innovation is based on the interactions and feedback loops that are

borderline inevitable between innovative actors, e.g., researchers, developers,

manufacturers, and project members. Through this cyclical repetition and re-evaluation, new

and radical business development may be accomplished (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

The cyclical innovation model was developed and popularized by Berkhout et al. (2006, p.

390) to illustrate the fundamentals of 21st century innovation economy. The "circle of

change" – as the scholars depicted it – changes in science (left) and industry (right) and

changes in technology (top) and markets (bottom) are cyclically interconnected. In line with

Schumpeter's theory, the entrepreneur remains the central actor.

Figure 3. The cyclical model of innovation (Berkhout et al., 2006).
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The cyclical model serves as a basis to understand the complex, interactive, and iterative

nature of innovation. Innovation ecosystems and open innovation settings, where R&D

resources outside the company are leveraged through methods of co-creation – including

licensing and spin-offs – have been argued to be the most suitable environments for such

cyclical innovation models (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016; Yun & Liu, 2019). A common

characteristic for both is the objective of leveraging these feedback loops through external

capabilities outside the organization. Today, characteristics linked to countries with top

innovative performance in Europe include (but are not limited to) strong national research,

effective public–private partnerships, high level of collaboration among innovative small

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), high business R&D expenditures, large number of

patent applications, and rapid commercialization of technology (European Commission,

2015.)

While Schumpeter already recognized the importance of new knowledge created by

basic research in the entrepreneur's ability to innovate, through the era of the linear model,

managerial world struggled with one constraint – silo mentality. For decades, innovation

was viewed as competition between companies and their closed networks. In parallel with

the linear model, innovation management started to recognize the need of external linkages

within the innovation process, building an alternate approach, coined as open innovation

(Pearson et al., 1979; Rothwell & Zegveld, 1985; Tidd, 1993). Even though the benefits of

openness were recognized in parallel with the rise of the linear model, the dominant view

started to change no earlier than in the 1990s. The complexities of global competition and

commercialization of innovation have resulted in a new understanding of innovation as an

intense, interactive, non-linear, and systematic collaboration between the public and private

actors (Hudson & Khazragui, 2013).

The efficiency constraints of traditional R&D-centered approach were popularized in

the innovation discussion by Chesbrough (2003). His findings showed how some firms had

up to 90 % of unexploited patents in their portfolio, indicating that only a limited number of

ideas are transformed into commercialized products or services. The open innovation term

was referred to as "a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as

well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market, as the firms look to advance

their technology" (Chesbrough, 2003; p. 37). More recently, recognizing that open

innovation is not firm-centric but also involves consumers and user innovators, the approach

has been defined as a "distributed innovation process based on purposively managed
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knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary

mechanisms in line with the organization's business model" (Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014;

p. 17). The main characteristics of this transition from closed and linear innovation to open,

non-linear R&D collaboration are described below (Table 4).

Table 4. Closed and open innovation principles (Chesbrough, 2003)

The logic behind open innovation states that in a world of widely distributed knowledge,

firms cannot afford to completely rely on their in-house R&D activities. Instead, they should

buy or license processes or patents from other organizations. Chesbrough (2006) named this

inbound open innovation, distinguishing it from outbound open innovation, which suggests

that internal innovations not being exploited by the firm itself should be taken outside the

company through licensing, joint ventures, or spin-offs (Chesbrough, 2003). Open

innovation revolves around university-industry collaboration (Davies et al., 2014), more

specifically the cutting-edge knowledge of academic research that is essential in developing

novel approaches (Belberdos et al., 2014), and complementarities in experience and

equipment (Petruzzelli, 2011). Since the early 2000s, open innovation has developed into

the "new strategic approach that overcomes the decreasing performances of the traditional,

R&D-centered one" (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016; p. 122). Companies have increasingly

adopted principles of open innovation, for example through innovation ecosystem approach,

which has been found to emphasize open innovation platforms (Tukiainen et al., 2015). Open
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innovation and innovation ecosystems have also been recognized as promising strategies for

economic growth by European Institutions. The potential of both approaches was

highlighted by the EU Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation, Carlos Moedas:

"We need open innovation to capitalize on the results of European research and innovation.

This means creating the right ecosystems, increasing investment, and bringing more

companies and regions into the knowledge economy. I would like to go further and faster

toward open innovation. (Moedas, 2015; in Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016; p. 131).

2.3.2 Innovation policy

For the past decade, public authorities have increasingly used innovation policy to encourage

innovation among companies and academia. In line with the rise of open innovation and

ecosystems, the government has been suggested to go beyond the traditional legislative and

financial means toward strategic collaboration with firms, with the aim of identifying where

the largest barriers lie and what type of interventions should be used to overcome such

challenges (Rodrik, 2004; Lazzarini, 2015). Literature recognizes two rationales for the need

of innovation policy. The first one stems from the market failure logic. The classic public

goods problem states that innovation is neither completely rivalrous nor excludable, and as

a result, the private rate of return is generally below the social rate of return (Griliches, 1979).

This has been confirmed with empirical evidence, hence the need for corrective public

intervention to fix this mismatch of returns (Becker, 2019). The second rationale for policy

support comes from the strategic goals of a nation – it is beneficial for a government to invest

in specific sectors and incentivize companies to start or increase R&D activity as an input

into the innovation process, leading to the desired output, i.e., economic growth (Becker,

2019).

Scholars have examined innovation policy from both macro (or top-down) perspective

as well as through the micro (or bottom-up) approach. The former focuses on the national

economy, the innovation system, and industries, emphasizing the function of markets. The

latter typically takes the perspective of agents, analyzing the policies from the standpoint of

entrepreneurial behavior, innovative companies, or knowledge creation. The recent

popularity of ecosystem studies has brought the focus even closer to the innovative actors,

their decision-making and environment (Laasonen et al., 2020). By setting guidelines, rules,

and programs, public authorities aspire to create circumstances for designing and

implementing solutions that tackle societal challenges such as economic competitiveness,
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employment, climate change, or sustainable development (Edler & Fagerberg, 2017). Hence,

bringing together the public and private actors, innovation policy is the "interface between

research and technological development policy and industrial policy" (European

Parliament, 2021; p. 1), aiming to "promote the production, diffusion, and use of scientific

and technical knowledge in order to realize national objectives (Lundvall & Borrás, 2005;

p. 2). Innovation policy thus serves as an enabling framework for bringing new ideas to

market.

Innovation policy roots back to industrial policy in the beginning of European

integration, where industrial guidelines were the cornerstone of post-war Europe and its

basic industries such as coal and steel. Between the 1970s and 1990s, industrial policy began

to support high-tech industries, together with the rise of deindustrialization (i.e., the long-

term decline in the output of manufacturing and the shift from manufacturing to service

sectors) (Soete, 2007). As a result of investments directed to information and communication

technologies, the industrial sectors of many developed countries declined. This was a major

concern in countries with strong industrial presence (e.g., France, Germany), in which

industry was accountable for the biggest component of economic welfare, as measured by

value added per worker. In contrast, in smaller countries of rapid growth in the industrial

value added per worker (e.g., Austria, Finland), the industrial renewal was fairly successful

through the employment growth in the service sector (Petit & Soete, 2001). In terms of

macro-level differences, innovation policies in less developed economies often prioritize

enhancing the absorptive capacity of innovative actors, revolving around developing

education, scientific infrastructure, and building platforms for networking. The emphasis in

such countries is typically in adopting existing technologies for social needs, e.g., health care

and environmental protection, while the higher-income nations tend to aim for the creation

of new-to-the-world technologies (Spilioti et al., 2021).

Innovation policy started to gain recognition no earlier than mid-1990s (Edler &

Fagerberg, 2017). Today, while emerging economies are finding industrial policy, developed

nations are re-establishing it in the form of innovation policy. In addition to the mere industry

goals, competitiveness is nowadays associated with social and environmental goals, shifting

the public interest toward designing regulation that enables co-innovation and competitive

advantage (Soete, 2007; European Parliament, 2010; Edler & Fagerberg, 2017). Along the

rise of innovation policy in the 1990s, a popular approach to seek enabling principles for

innovation in academia was the National Innovation System (NIS) approach. The logic of a

NIS framework states that successful innovation relies on factors such as competence,
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financial resources, and demand. These resources are largely regarded as being provided

within the nation (Edler & Fagerberg, 2017). Since the assets are often regarded as

complementary, the national innovation system is expected to provide processes and

functions that enable the exploitation of these assets for public and private innovators

(Weber & Truffer, 2017). Accordingly, if the system cannot provide those resources and

facilities, such as access to complementary know-how and equipment, demand for

innovation, or public funding instruments, we may speak of a "system failure" (Georghiou,

2007; Edler & Fagerberg, 2017; p. 10).

Innovation has been characterized as uncertain and collective, which has caused

polarization of the industry and public perspectives on who takes the risks and who gets the

rewards (Curello, 2021). Public authorities tend to take most risk in the early phase of

facilitating innovation through financing instruments and experimentation, while businesses

take on to carry the risk in the later phases of bringing innovation to market. Therefore, an

effective innovation policy supports exploitation, implementation and experimentation

(Edler & Fagerberg, 2017). While navigating the role of financier and facilitator in an

environment where experimentation is required to get results, governmental organizations

face tough decisions on which initiatives to consider promising enough for public support

(OECD, 2017). If the public views these governmental support initiatives and financing

models as risk averse, the purpose and efficiency of innovation policy and R&D financing

are easily questioned. To maximize the incentives for innovation, the state may act as risk

absorber, agenda setter, and stimulator, as some of the financial risk taken by government is

expected to be socialized through taxation (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

Especially from the NIS standpoint, innovation is typically measured through input

factors that indicate capacity to innovate, such as R&D investment, scientific institutions,

human resources, and capital. These inputs are usually correlated with the output measures,

including patent counts, and macro-level indicators, such as GDP per capita and employment

rates (Yawson, 2009). While these indicators represent the measures of innovative behavior,

identifying causality of such metrics – i.e., what drives successful public policy – is the

challenging endeavor that public decision-makers constantly undertake.  In the following

section, the role of public policy as the provider of innovation processes is further explored.
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2.3.3 Public-private innovation framework

The innovation environment can be illustrated through determinants such as firm activities

(merging or acquiring another firm), financing (public or private funding), innovation

(introducing the novel or an improved product to the market) and cooperation (between

private and public players).  In a globalized economy, accelerating the entry of an innovation

into the market and gaining a competitive advantage require appropriate use of the

cooperation determinant (Propok et al., 2018). An established platform for this cooperation

is the Triple Helix framework, through which several studies have confirmed that different

forms of collaboration – from within the enterprise to business networks to adopting a

spectrum of innovative actors – accelerate and cheapen the innovation process (Lee et al.,

2012; Prokop et al., 2018).

The Triple Helix was originally introduced by Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff (1995) to

illustrate the shift from the industry-government dyad to a triadic relationship between

university, industry, and government, and later it has been connected to innovation

ecosystem studies (Dubina, 2015; Budden & Murray, 2019). In the helical framework, the

university takes on the role of knowledge and technology transmitter, the government acts

as the public venture capitalist who provides the funding, and industry players are

responsible for bringing the innovation to market. Throughout its existence, the Triple helix

concept has been expanded – first toward the Quadruple Helix through adding "civil society"

– citizens (Carayannis & Campbell, 2009) and further into the Quintuple Helix which

includes environment as a challenge and enabler for innovation (Carayannis et al., 2012).

Figure 4. The Innovation Helix concept (Carayannis et al., 2012).
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The Innovation Helix actors and their roles differ across economies. As for example, in

countries with rising industrial presence such as Russia, China, some Latin American and

Eastern European countries, the government has been shown to play the leading role as the

driver for academia-industry collaboration. In the U.S. and some Western European

countries, businesses have been found to often act as the driving force while the state and

academia act as ancillary support structures, i.e., with a limited public intervention (Ranga

& Etzkowitz, 2013; Hou et al., 2019). Overall, several studies emphasize the policymakers'

role in different environments through creation of adequate incentives for innovation and

helpful attitude of the public sector as the knowledge transmitter and resource provider

(Wang et al., 2016; Prokop et al., 2018). The innovation helix environment is therefore

initially created mostly by the public authorities at regional level (De Blasio et al., 2015).

Through the growing openness of innovation, an especially prominent driver of

innovation has been academia-industry collaboration (Ankrah & Al-Tabbaa, 2015; Locatelli

et al., 2021). In the 21st century, academia-industry collaboration is expected to largely

contribute to solving societal challenges through putting scientific knowledge into action

(Frølund et al., 2018). Fabrizio (2009, p. 1) showed that the “enhanced access to university

research enjoyed by firms that engage in basic research and collaborate with university

scientists leads to a superior search for new inventions and provides advantages in terms of

both the timing and quality of search outcomes”. Academia-industry collaboration thus

represents any interaction between the players of academia and industry that is directed

towards the objective of encouraging knowledge and technology exchange (Ankrah & Al-

Tabbaa, 2015).

University and industry collaborations may be both formal and informal (Ahrweiler

et al., 2011; Striukova & Rayna, 2015). Formal relationships include licensing of university

patents, university spin-off companies, co-publication and dissemination, and employment

of graduates. Activities such as communication through email, meetings, jointly designed

and attended lectures, conferences, and learning events can be considered as informal

methods of collaboration. The time span of UIC activities varies as well. Whereas short-term

collaborations include contract research, patenting and licensing agreements, the more long-

term nature activities include established structures such as university-industry consortia,

research parks, incubation centers, and participation in innovation ecosystems (Fabrizio,

2009; Valkokari, 2015). The more longitudinal forms of collaboration have been found more

strategic, open and flexible, resulting in a higher number and quality of innovative outcomes

(Koschatzky and Stahlecker, 2010; Locatelli et al., 2021).
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It is too often that higher education, industries, and policymakers do not entirely take

advantage of the synergies of complementarity that could arise from working together

(Locatelli et al., 2021). Successful facilitation of innovation across players in the public and

private sector is a complex endeavor, and several barriers in the innovation environment

have been identified. Regarding the government, public policy is often associated with

bureaucracy and regulation, and it tends to have a negative connotation among the public.

Vries et al. (2016) showed that internal regulations and procedures are viewed as a major

barrier for innovation in the public sector. A rule and process-based public sector is not

regarded as naturally prone to innovation, which has created an assumption that governments

are not inclined to make the efforts required to reach innovation and efficiency gains.

However, Cels et al. (2012) found that the negative attitude of civil servants towards rules

and regulations may not stem from the regulation itself but from conservative interpretations

of the rules. For example, innovation may not be valued and therefore not incentivized by

the organizational culture, reducing interest to engage in innovative activity (Bommert,

2010).

Regarding the interplay between university and industry, the most prominent barrier

has been found to be coping with the Valley of Death, which is a metaphor used to illustrate

the difficulty of bringing innovation from research to commercial use (Hudson & Khazragui,

(2013). However, policymakers play a role in the phenomenon, as the Valley of Death has

been argued to be caused by the lack of governmental actors' attention to the later stages of

the innovation process, suggesting that it might be beneficial for a nation to direct R&D

investments not exclusively to the early stages of innovation but also to intermediate stage

projects (Ford et al., 2007). Furthermore, as the university traditionally plays a focal role in

the early phases of the innovation process, the industry tends to take on more responsibility

at the stages closer to commercialization. As university-based research is independent, it

serves the purpose of furthering research and new knowledge creation, making academics

uninterested in the commercial potential of scientific findings. In turn, industry players may

ignore these advancements and end up repeating the outdated principles (Locatelli et al.,

2021). This ineffective use of basic research is caused by misalignments such as cultural and

organizational differences, the issue of intellectual property protection, and varying

incentives in publishing and distributing the research results (Ankrah & Al-Tabbaa, 2015;

Vick & Robertson, 2018). This may aggravate the relationship between the two players

(Muscio & Vallanti, 2014) and may be mitigated through for example nurturing trust

(Bruneel et al., 2010).
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While a variety of study fields – such as innovation policy (Yawson, 2009), open

innovation (Chesbrough, 2003; 2006) and innovation ecosystem management (Autio &

Thomas, 2014) have attempted to design win-win-win solutions for all the Innovation Helix

actors, the challenge of successfully combining the interests of policymakers, academia, and

practitioners remains prevalent (Al-Tabbaa & Ankrah, 2015). An ideal innovation helix is

far away still in most European countries, and the suggested policy changes for the future

leadership of innovation are include shared vision, consistency, and proper governance of

cultural tools (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016)

2.3.4 The role of public policy in innovation

In a modern society, it is deemed necessary to fulfill most economic functions through the

market mechanism. In some cases, this must, however, be reinforced – or corrected – through

public intervention. Societal essentials such as law, education, environment, infrastructure,

research, social security, and income distribution do not function through market forces, and

managing those through regulation is essential for a nation to retain a level of societal well-

being and economic competitiveness (Yawson, 2009). Innovation policy literature

recognizes four mechanisms through which public institutions and authorities may boost

R&D, innovation, and economic performance. First, financial support increases companies'

liquidity and financial slack, mitigating the financial risk that arrives with innovation (Zona,

2012). Second, public subsidies reduce the investment required by the company, thus de-

risking this investment for the resources, e.g., technologies, needed for innovation (Cabrales

et al., 2008). Third, authorities may facilitate solving social and economic challenges

through the positive spillover effects of innovation (Yawson, 2009; Mazzucato, 2016).

Fourth, policymakers may provide companies with access to certain otherwise unavailable

knowledge, through for example innovation vouchers (Becker, 2019). Some empirical

results suggest that companies with earned public subsidies are more likely to receive

additional private funding, which would indirectly help fix the capital market imperfections

(Feldman & Kelley, 2006).

Government exerts a strong influence on the innovation process. Yawson (2009, p. 2)

argued that "from supporting basic research to building infrastructures and establishing

regulations, government policymakers can define industries and affect fortunes of individual

firms". Research and innovation are placed at the core of the UK and Germany's industrial

strategy (Becker, 2019). For the EU, the renewed European Agenda for Research and
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Innovation states that “innovation must be a central driver for EU policies and programmes"

for 2021-2027” (European Commission 2018, p. 6). As innovation is becoming more

mission-oriented, Western countries are shifting their innovation policies to a more strategic

direction. This shift is reinforced by the COVID-19 crisis, as governments are increasingly

incentivized to provide tools for innovative actors to overcome specific challenges (Schultz,

2021). As a result of the more mission-oriented policies, governments of the modern world

not only "de-risk" the private sector, but also lead the design and implementation of

innovation. According to Mazzucato (2016, p. 140), this requires "long-run strategic

investments and public policies that aim to create and shape markets", instead of just

"fixing" the market or the system. Government intervention is therefore required at certain

phases of the innovation process – especially in the early phases (Yawson, 2009) but also

some research points to intermediate stage support (Ford, 2007, Mazzucato, 2016).

Regardless of the recent progress, in the U.S., lack of appropriate policy support for

innovation has been viewed as a major barrier preventing the economy from reaching its full

innovative potential. This is due to a simplistic view of innovation as an outcome of the

natural functions of the market (Wessner, 2005; Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016). By

contrast in Europe, government R&D investments recently outweighed the returns of private

investments in R&D (Szarowská, 2017). While it may be more descriptive of some European

countries than the U.S. to intervene in the market by providing public support for private

companies, Wessner (2005) claimed that governments in both Europe and the U.S. often do

not understand the complex and interactive process of innovation. As a response, Prokop et

al. (2018) concluded that innovation policies should be selective, and should directed to

specific sectors, aiming for facilitating collaboration for the creation of a specific innovation.

Moreover, the scholars proposed that subsidized innovation projects should be clearly

defined, that the funding should be conditional, and that projects should have a measurable

output for the public sector to evaluate. Lastly, public support should be prepared to targeted

applicants, since "all fits to all" approach will most likely not work due to the wide spectrum

of subsidy candidates with different capabilities and features. In doing so, the public sector

could become a closer strategic partner of the industry and academia (Prokop et al., 2018).

The relationship between public R&D spending and innovation has been well

recognized (Wessner, 2005; Ali-Yrkkö et al., 2019; Ulferts et al., 2021). The European

Commission (2015) found that the most competitive countries all belonged to the group of

nations with the highest total expenditure on R&D as a percentage of GDP. Nevertheless,

there remains a puzzle causing headaches for policymakers – increasing the public R&D
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inputs will not translate into the desired outputs of innovation, growth, and employment

without the proper design of instruments that respond to the incentives of innovative actors

(Wessner, 2005). R&D funding is only one part of innovation policy, and it requires

supportive policy framework settings to ensure its transformation into markets

(Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

As the NIS framework suggests, aggregate input measures such as R&D investments

are often expected to yield specific predicted results, which easily distorts the perception of

how innovation should be encouraged and supported. Within their cultures and political

systems, nations should focus on the institutional framework and actors inside it to provide

motivating mechanisms for innovative activity (Wessner, 2005). In line with this,

Gretschmann & Schepers (2016) identified several innovation policy gaps at the EU level.

These include lack of coherence across national policies, silo thinking by public institutions,

excessive focus on regulation instead of aligned initiatives, and fragmentation in financing

approaches. Suggested mitigating measures include increased funding for public-private

partnerships, improved coordination of policy initiatives, and reduced contradictory and

time-consuming regulations. Successful improvement of such core policy sectors would thus

speed up the open innovation approach and coordination of R&D expenditures, which the

European Union has embraced.

Regarding the current creation and implementation of innovation policy, several

enabling factors have been introduced. As trust building and political stability are growingly

recognized policy essentials, public investments have been suggested to work most

efficiently once they are planned to be predictable and supportive for long-term R&D

collaboration (Schulz, 2021). In Finland, not only involving public decision-makers across

different policy domains but also integrating a wider range of industry stakeholders in

policymaking discussions and legislative drafting has recently been suggested to be crucial

for the long-term innovation policy success (Deschryvere et al., 2021). Moreover, the

longitudinal nature of subsidies and tax incentives has been highlighted by innovation policy

scholars. In Scotland, the Social Enterprise Investment Fund was found to be perpetuating a

short-termist public funding environment, resulting in a failure to produce long-term

sustainability (Hall et al., 2012).  Gretschmann & Schepers (2016) argued short-termism to

be one of the typical pitfalls of national innovation policy. The scholars recommended EU

countries to develop their policies through designing support mechanisms for innovative

SMEs, promoting joint research activities, improving availability of risk capital, and

establishing partnerships for public and private innovative actors at regional levels.
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Regarding funding policies, an essential element was recommended to be the joint

investment, i.e., public financing should be offered only in the presence of a parallel R&D

investment by the final beneficiary.

2.3.5 Instruments of innovation policy

According to Borrás & Edquist (2013), authorities too often develop policy tools as a mere

continuation of existing policies, or with a poor understanding of the effects. Hence, policy

instruments must be customized for the context in which they are intended to operate. This

means that the instrument mix – which may comprise a set of different and complementary

policy instruments – must be designed to address the problems identified. This is important

since while countries may have similar goals for their innovation strategy, the instruments

to reach these goals vary. The relationship between policy tools and innovation can be direct

or indirect. Direct instruments are designed with the specific purpose of creating a positive

effect on innovative activities, as for instance when patent laws are changed to allow

universities to own patents. In contrast, the driving purpose of an indirect policy instrument

may not be to foster innovation, but this happens indirectly. As for example, establishing an

environmental regulation law which forces reduction of pollution may create the incentive

for the design of alternative solutions, i.e., innovation (Borrás & Edquist, 2013).

The most commonly used typology for innovation policy instruments is three-fold,

comprising regulatory instruments, economic and financial instruments, and soft

instruments. This classification has been described as the "sticks", "carrots", and "sermons"

of policy instruments (Bemelmans-Videc, et al., 2011). Today, the most popular innovation

policy instruments of higher-income countries include grants, tax reliefs, and loans for

innovation (OECD, 2021). The use of upfront grants for R&D is significant in relation to

other instruments among developed countries. However, while direct support instruments

are embraced the most, the proliferation of R&D tax incentives has increased in OECD

countries over the past decade, resulting in a greater reliance on tax instruments (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Use of innovation policy instruments in OECD countries (OECD, 2021).

Regulatory instruments, including laws, rules, and directives, are legal tools for regulating

the market dynamics. These instruments are viewed as obligatory and coercive in nature,

i.e., innovative actors are required to act within some clearly defined boundaries for the

society to function properly. Public decision-makers may use economic sanctions, e.g., fines

or temporary withdrawal of rights, to achieve this goal. Whether the crucial approach is more

hierarchical (focus on sanctioning) or normative (focus on normative-positive effects of

regulation) varies across countries and their political environments (Bemelmans-Videc et

al., 2017).

Economic and financial instruments offer incentives (promoting certain activities) or

disincentives (restraining certain activities) for innovative actors. These instruments include

subsidies, taxes and tax reliefs, reduced-interest loans, fees, and charges (Borrás & Edquist,

2013). Soft instruments, in contrast, are characterized by being non-obligatory. Public

institutions may offer recommendations or other normative suggestions, and contractual

agreements to encourage and help innovative players to achieve certain goals that often

benefit the society. Such instruments include campaigns, public-private partnerships, codes

of conduct, platforms for collaboration, and voluntary agreements. The increasing use of soft

instruments has been particularly visible in Europe and the U.S., transforming the role of the

government from the NIS perspective and being the provider of resources towards being a

facilitator, coordinator, and strategic partner of the industry (Jordana & Levi-Faur, 2004;
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Borrás & Edquist, 2013). Examples of innovation policy instruments categorized by the

three-fold typology are presented below (Figure 6).

2.3.6 Financing of R&D

The relationship between innovation and financial resources was established early in

Schumpeter's work (1934). He highlighted that well-functioning funding and credit

opportunities enhance innovative activity and economic growth through replacing the

outdated solutions. Schumpeter famously coined this process as "creative destruction" (Kerr

& Nanda, 2009). The logic appears to apply in today's context, as financing remains a special

driver of innovation. Demirhan & Babacan (2016) confirmed that financing opportunities

have a significant positive effect on R&D spending of firms and on university-industry

collaboration. Swarowská (2017) verified the correlation of public R&D financing and the

rate of economic growth in the EU. Countries in which innovative actors are dependent on

external financing are growing faster than nations with less developed financial systems

(Buera & Kaboski, 2011; Demirhan & Babacan, 2016).

Funding is typically important in the early stages for an SME to raise capital for growth

(Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016). Innovators typically seek external funding from the

private intermediaries such as banks, venture capitalists, and private equity firms. Private

funding, however, has limitations when it comes to funding high-risk innovation. In contrast

to governments, VCs are typically risk averse, as their goal is to eventually maximize returns

Figure 6. Regulative, economic, and soft policy instruments (Borrás & Edquist, 2013)
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for their investors. This causes VCs to typically focus on later stages of technology

development where more information and thus less risk is involved (Wessner, 2005). VCs

and business angels tend to focus on a few sectors at a time, and the minimum size

investment may be too large for certain SMEs. Venture capital also generally operates in

limited geographical areas (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016).

Governments, in turn, have different rationales for funding, which rely on the expected

improvements in public welfare, i.e., the positive spillovers that innovative solutions can

generate. In a similar vein to private capital providers, the decision is subject to the

financier's ability to distinguish the promising investments from the weaker ones by

successfully selecting projects with positive net present value (Ali-Yrkkö et al., 2019).

Public funding of academic research and venture capital have been shown to have a

complementary relationship in fostering innovative activity, indicating solid, enabling

interplay between the two (Samila & Sorenson, 2010). Public R&D support may even

transform a VC funded project's NPV from negative to positive (Ali-Yrkkö et al., 2019).

At the macro-level, lacking behind competitors in public R&D spending appears to be

a serious matter in the global competition. Whereas the U.S. public R&D spending as a

proportion of GDP remains above the average of EU in 2020, U.S. economists expressed

concerns over a possible loss of global leadership position in the innovation field (OECD,

2021; Ulferts et al., 2021). While both the EU and the U.S. consider R&D expenditures an

essential factor in the pursuit of a global innovation leadership position, the different political

and cultural environments influence how the government's investments are directed. In

Europe, an embraced policy solution has been to increase the funding of basic research,

while in the U.S., lack of governmental funding for university research has been criticized

(European Parliament, 2000, 2010; Ulferts et al., 2021).

Globally, R&D expenditures are undergoing a major trend of growth. With the

COVID-19 pandemic, public support for R&D has been comparable to support provided

after the 2008 financial crisis in Europe and the UK (Paunov & Planes-Satorra, 2021). In

March 2020, the UK Government doubled public expenditures on R&D over the next five

years, reaching GBP 22 billion. In Spain, a similar action plan was launched in July 2020,

committing over a billion euros for boosting the nation's innovation system's recovery. In

September 2020, the Korean government decided to increase its R&D spending by 12%. In

Sweden, a plan was put forward to spend an additional SEK 13,65 billion (1,3 billion €) on

innovation (Paunov & Planes-Satorra, 2021). In Finland, the ambitious goal is to increase

R&D expenditures from current 2,8% to 4% of GDP by 2030 (Business Finland, 2021).
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The socio-economic environment begs the question of how public R&D funding

should be designed and to whom it should be directed. Literature points out that size matters

in the effectiveness of policy support. The R&D additionality effects have been found to be

particularly strong for small businesses since they typically experience more external

financial constraints (Becker, 2019). A large portion of R&D funding is typically directed

to SMEs due to their confirmed high capability to offer employment and create new

knowledge. However, the typical counterargument states that a very small portion of SMEs

become global leaders. Innovative startups thus have been claimed to be tools of corporate

open innovation processes, meaning that without corporate investments, SMEs are rarely

able to reach the market (Gretschmann & Schepers, 2016). Since smaller companies tend to

experience more challenges with in-house R&D due to typically high risk exposure, high

fixed costs, and high minimum investment requirements (Rammer, 2009; Hervás-Oliver et

al., 2021; Ali-Yrkkö et al., 2019), SMEs increasingly follow non-R&D-based and

collaborative innovation processes to complement their organizational innovation through

sources of external knowledge and capabilities (Hervás-Oliver et al., 2021). This approach

is also gaining recognition among the larger firms, as a growing number of industry players

are adopting approaches for co-creation through leveraging complementarities (Chesbrough,

2003; Adner, 2017).

Findings about the effectiveness of public R&D spending and different approaches

remain heterogeneous, partly because of different designs of subsidy programs across

countries, industries, and time periods, as well as due to data limitations and the variety of

partners involved (Clausen, 2009; Hottenrott et al., 2017). Measuring and comparing are

also difficult since such funding instruments must be tailored to meet the needs of unique

societies and thus comparable examples rarely exist (Borrás & Edquist, 2013).  Nevertheless,

some consistencies have been found. As tax support has increased over time in OECD

countries, scholars have found it effective in facilitating business R&D, but better suited for

projects closer to the market. In contrast, government subsidies have been suggested to be

more conducive to earlier-stage research (Appelt et al., 2020). In a comparative data study

in which the effects of regional, national and EU funding were analyzed between the UK

and Spain, Becker et al. (2017) found that especially national support for innovation is linked

to a higher degree of innovation.

When analyzing the effects of government innovation support, one may look at the

effects on firms' innovation input or on the innovation output. Regarding the effects on input,

i.e., whether public R&D facilitates private R&D, most recent studies find a positive effect
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(Zuniga-Vicente et al. 2014; Becker 2015). A notable finding from the latter study is that

contrary to the previous results, public R&D subsidies seem to stimulate private R&D rather

than crowd it out. However, overly high levels of support lead to crowding out (Kilponen &

Santavirta, 2007). Hence, authorities have been recommended to grant intermediate levels

of subsidies to a larger number of innovative players instead of offering large portions of

support to fewer companies (Becker, 2019). In terms of the effect of government subsidies

on innovation outputs, the relationship has been shown to be positive. Whereas effects

measured by number of patents or patent applications appear to be positive (Howell, 2017;

Wang et al., 2017), the impact has also been confirmed as measured by R&D employment

(Czarnitzki & Lopes-Bento, 2013).

Finally, it is important to distinguish between support targeted for individual firms and

support for research collaborations. While a growing literature suggests positive company-

level R&D effects (Becker, 2019), especially public support for close-to-market R&D

collaborations has been shown to enhance economic performance (Aguiar & Gagnepain,

2017). The scholars also found long-term employment effects in the study. In an examination

of all projects funded by all Research Councils in the UK, positive short-term and medium-

term effects on the employment and revenue of participating companies were found (Vanino

et al. 2019). Bellucci et al. (2019) compared the effectiveness of two regional innovation

policies and found success in stimulating private R&D investments in both, the funding

designed to support collaborative projects and support for individual companies. It is worth

noting that when examining the performance effects of public support, the funding history

often plays a role, i.e., firms receiving consistent funding tend to experience higher levels of

improvement than those participating in only one publicly subsidized project.

2.3.7 Innovation policy in Finland

Finland was the first country to introduce and adopt the National Innovation System concept

as a basis for national innovation policy in 1990 (Miettinen, 2013). Through the innovation

system, the Finnish policy approach had a strong emphasis on R&D and Finland was

consistently ranked among the top countries in terms of innovative capabilities (Hollanders

et al., 2014; Dutta et al., 2015). Finland's public R&D intensity of 3,32% of GDP was the

highest of all EU countries in 2013 (Eurostat, 2013). At the time, the innovation system

operated around strong public-private partnerships and business accelerators (Gretschmann

& Schepers, 2016). Between 1985 and 2007, government funding was shown to have a
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significant impact on 80 % of the companies that introduced the most established Finnish

innovations (Hyytinen et al. 2012). However, the worldwide economic crisis of 2008 was a

major shock for the Finnish innovation environment through the slow (and even negative)

economic growth. As a result, between 2015 and 2019, the efficiency of the adopted policies

was questioned by the Finnish authorities. Hence, public R&D expenditures and the budget

of the Finnish innovation agency, TEKES (former Business Finland), were cut. This has

been argued to have initiated the currently ongoing period of confusion and problematic

reforms (Laasonen et al., 2020).

Through the growing popularity of ecosystem thinking, Finland was also one of the

early nations to explicitly include the ecosystem concept into its national innovation strategy

in 2008. In contrast to the earlier focus of national innovation systems, the strategy proposed

that public support should concentrate on innovation ecosystems on local and regional levels

but also with a focus on strengthening global capabilities. The use of the ecosystem concept

was an attempt to leave the excessively sectoral nature of Finnish innovation policy behind

and to promote co-creation models and platforms that are needed for enhancing interaction

between the full spectrum of public and private innovation stakeholders. According to

Rinkinen (2016), the ecosystem tools included organization of innovation competitions,

strengthening public-private partnerships, and collective learning. One such major

partnership instrument was the Strategic Centres of Excellence (SHOK) program. The six

collaborative programs had time spans between 5-10 years, and were funded by TEKES with

a total of over 343 million € between 2008 and 2012. Nevertheless, the economic crisis and

the resulting lack of confidence in the ecosystem approach made policymakers cut the public

R&D spending and terminate the SHOK programs in 2015 (Finnish Government, 2015).

Through the trends of internationalization and increased concentration into knowledge

hubs, the current innovation service network appears to have narrowed. In 2018, the

innovation support services of TEKES and internationalization services of FINPRO were

integrated into one support organization named Business Finland (Business Finland, 2021).

Examples of the recent changes in innovation policy instruments include the emphasis

towards loan-based instruments by TEKES in 2016, experimentation of R&D tax incentives

in 2013-2014, and the ecosystem challenge competition by Business Finland in 2020, where

each of the six winner firms were given 20 million € in exchange for commitment to

increasing their R&D investments, expected impact on the Finnish economy, and

contribution to the government's 75 % employment target (Laasonen et al., 2020; Business

Finland, 2020). While the tax incentives were terminated due to low take-up in 2014, the
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Finnish government decided to encourage all economic activity and not only innovation

specifically by introducing one of the lowest corporate taxes in Europe (Laasonen et al.,

2020).

As to the current landscape of Finnish innovation policy, public support is being

increasingly directed towards the key technologies of wellbeing and digitalization

megatrends instead of the traditionally important industries such as forestry, metal, and

machinery (Laasonen et al., 2020). Boosted by the aim for recovery from the COVID-19

pandemic, the very recent R&D spending numbers and objectives are at new record levels.

In 2020, Finland granted a total of 484,6 million € of innovation financing for companies,

which is the highest amount of public R&D support in history. 120 million € of this budget

were used for the ecosystem challenge competition (Business Finland, 2021). As the

importance of R&D funding and ecosystem thinking has been recognized by the

policymakers, the next crucial step towards restoring the top ranks of innovativeness and

economic competitiveness is to investigate how the current policy instruments could be

improved to effectively serve innovation ecosystem activity.
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3 Methodology

This section introduces the selected method for the primary data collection and analysis. A

detailed illustration of the research approach and justification for its use are followed by a

review of the collected interview data. Finally, a critical evaluation of the selected research

approach and methodology is conducted.

3.1 Research approach

This study follows a qualitative and inductive research model. As some research questions

cannot be answered using qualitative methods, to discover reasons for observed patterns –

especially the invisible or unexpected ones – qualitative designs are required (Busetto et al.,

2020). In contrast to quantitative research, qualitative methods are characterized by

flexibility and responsivity. This necessitates the sampling, data collection, analysis, and

interpretation of qualitative research to be conducted in a cyclical and iterative manner,

rather than in a linear, stepwise approach (Fossey et al., 2002). This iterative expansion

process aims for the accumulation of data, which typically involves several back-and-forth

steps between data collection and analysis. Before or after each step, new insights can be

added.

This process ends when saturation is achieved, i.e., at the point where no new relevant

information is found (Busetto et al., 2020). Due to the flexible nature of this repetitive

expansion process, it is suitable for researching phenomena that could be viewed as

unstructured, i.e., problems with scarce existing research (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008).

Because of the explorative and novel nature of the phenomenon in question, i.e., examining

innovation policy from innovation ecosystem perspective, and the specific aim to uncover

the underlying reasons and motivations of the participants regarding policy instruments and

tools, the application of qualitative research methodology was deemed appropriate for the

study.

In making use of the principles of induction, the researcher can form an early tentative

hypothesis by moving from the specific observations and measures towards detecting themes

and patterns in the data. This hypothesis aims for general conclusions in the end, based on

the details. In an inductive method, conclusions may evolve continuously towards the

saturation point of information (Soiferman, 2010). The alternate approach would be

deduction, which is more typical for a quantitative research format. In a deductive model, a
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typical intent is to test an existing theory and seek evidence to either support or refute the

hypothesis (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). Whereas a deductive researcher works from the

top down, an inductive one builds bottom up from the detail.

For this study, an inductive method was selected for three key reasons. First, a method

to refine the raw interview data without compromising the authenticity and quality of the

data was deemed necessary. Through the bottom-up approach, the significance of the details

is maintained and properly exploited to develop more general observations towards the end.

Second, considering the wide spectrum of data sources, an inductive method was viewed to

best ensure the plausible presentation of the connections and emerging concepts from the

data. Third, exploration through a strictly defined framework or through any preconceptions

was viewed as a limiting factor, i.e., it would not serve the purpose of freely examining the

data and the underlying opinions, reasons, and motivations of the actors.

Nevertheless, it has been argued that to some extent, qualitative research settings tend

to involve both inductive and deductive principles (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). This

study is no exception for two reasons: firstly, in the process of designing the interview guide,

the questions and thematic areas were mirrored to the principles of existing ecosystem

research. Second, the concepts and frameworks introduced in the literature review have some

inevitable effect on the interpretation of the results, regardless of the intent of free

examination.

3.2 Data collection

This study uses interview data from a project called How to succeed in the ecosystem game,

which is conducted by the Aalto University Department of Management, Aalto University

Centre of Knowledge and Innovation Research (CKIR), and one industry subcontractor

company. The Ecosystem Game project receives funding from Business Finland and focuses

on its innovation program challenge 2: How to build global ecosystems in Finland. By

engaging with various actors of multiple ecosystems, the project aims to understand the

management dynamics and institutional structures in innovation ecosystem operations in

Finland. The findings of the project will be disseminated through presentations and

publications towards the Finnish ecosystem stakeholders – including Business Finland,

industry actors, academia, and trade associations – with the objective of offering a set of

recommendations on the creation of effective, global, and sustainable innovation ecosystems

for maximal impact.
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The author of this thesis is employed by Aalto University Centre of Knowledge and

Innovation Research (CKIR), and simultaneously works on the Ecosystem Game project as

a project member along the thesis writing process. As commissioned research for Aalto

University CKIR, this study utilizes the project interviews as the source of primary data.

However, in contrast to the ecosystem management principles that were the focal point of

examination in the Ecosystem Game study, the objective of this research is to dive in-depth

into investigating the barriers and opportunities of Finnish innovation policy from the

innovation ecosystem viewpoint. Hence, the chosen methodology, data analysis,

visualization of findings, and conclusions are specific for the scope of the studied

phenomenon and thus differ from those applied in the Ecosystem Game study.

The primary data portion of this study consists of a total of 37 interviews that were

conducted over a period of five months, between November 2020 and March 2021. The

interview data was collected by a team of scholars from Aalto University CKIR, the

Department of Management, and one subcontractor company representative. Due to the

COVID-19 pandemic situation, the interviews were conducted via online tools such as MS

Teams or Zoom. All interviews (n=37) were fully transcribed by the writer and one co-

researcher. All primary data for this research was collected using a qualitative study method.

In the field of business and management research, qualitative interviews are typically used,

as they allow practical and effective collection of information that is not available in a

published form (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2015). To fulfill the objective of acquiring new

knowledge about managing innovation ecosystems and the challenges that arise from the

innovation policy landscape, semi-structured interviews were viewed as the appropriate

method.

The selected companies for the study comprised mostly large Finnish companies and

the innovation ecosystems under their responsibility, while also medium-size companies and

research organizations were involved. The interviews were divided into three core areas –

corporate strategy-level policy on innovation ecosystems, management practices in a chosen

innovation ecosystem, and the Finnish innovation policy environment for innovation

ecosystems. The interviewees were selected on a purposive sampling basis, in which the

identification and intentional selection of interviewees best serves the phenomenon of

interest (Ames et al., 2019). As the objective was to gain perceptions of top-level innovation

ecosystem executives on management and policy matters, it was logical to choose company

representatives who were either responsible for the company's innovation ecosystem
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strategy on the top management level or directly in control of one or several innovation

ecosystems on the operative level.

To ensure exploitation of all relevant insights for innovation policy, this study draws

its findings from all interviews of the Ecosystem Game project. Out of the three sections in

the interview guide, this study focuses on the last one, i.e., Finnish innovation policy context

from innovation ecosystem perspective. The expert interviews varied in length between 53

and 184 minutes, and the variation in length was largely driven by the area of expertise and

the level of knowledge in the topic matter. The participants' experience working in their

respective company varied between 1 and 37 years with a median of 15 years. For anonymity

purposes, the exact titles of the interviewees are not shown. Nevertheless, most participants

represented top or middle management, and common titles included CEO, CTO, COO, Head

of Strategy & Business Development, and Innovation Ecosystem Lead. The companies are

anonymized by industry sector, following the current Standard Industrial Classification by

Statistics Finland (TOL, 2021). The final number of interviewees who gave their consent for

full transcription and analysis was 37. While the duration of each interview is presented in

full length below, it is noteworthy that this study exploits approximately 1/3 of the interview

guide in order to ensure appropriate scope for a Master's thesis. Characteristics of the

interviews are summarized below (Table 5).
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Table 5. Characteristics of the primary interview data.

Interviewee
acronym Industry sector

Public/Private
leader in the

chosen ecosystem
Duration Ecosystem

established

Y01H1 Education Public 1:27:27 2014

Y02H1 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply Public 1:03:41 2018
Y03H1 Construction Private 1:19:08 2019

Y03H2 Construction Private 1:01:06 2019
Y04H1 Information & communication Public 0:56:59 2016

Y04H2 Information & communication Public 1:03:33 2017
Y05H1 Information & communication Public 1:06:13 2018

Y06H1 Information & communication Private 1:56:20 2019

Y07H1 Information & communication Private 1:51:02 2018
Y08H1 Mining and quarrying Private 1:13:28 2016

Y09H1 Transportation & storage Private 1:07:29 2018
Y09H2 Manufacturing Private 0:55:38 2019

Y10H1 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply Private 1:25:47 2020

Y11H1 Human health & social work activities Private 1:27:38 2016
Y12H1 Agriculture, forestry & fishing Private 1:22:43 2014

Y12H2 Agriculture, forestry & fishing Private 0:55:46 2017
Y13H1 Professional, scientific, and technical activities Private 1:18:07 2017

Y14H1 Agriculture, forestry & fishing Private 1:28:51 2019
Y15H1 Human health & social work activities Private 1:34:52 2020

Y15H2 Human health & social work activities Private 1:27:36 2020

Y16H1 Professional, scientific, and technical activities Private 1:43:04 2019
Y17H1 Information & communication Private 1:32:39 2019

Y17H2 Information & communication Private 1:21:52 2020
Y18H1 Manufacturing Private 1:46:50 2017

Y19H1 Agriculture, forestry & fishing Private 1:29:20 2020

Y20H1 Human health & social work activities Private 1:24:33 2016
Y21H1 Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply Private 3:03:55 2020

Y22H1 Agriculture, forestry & fishing Private 1:08:23 2020
Y23H1 Information & communication Public 1:26:53 2018

Y23H2 Information & communication Public 1:26:53 2018
Y24H1 Information & communication Private 2:15:03 2014

Y25H1 Information & communication Private 1:02:12 2017

Y26H1 Manufacturing Private 1:22:20 2012
Y27H1 Information & communication Private 1:38:16 2017

Y28H1 Manufacturing Private 1:53:23 2019
Y29H1 Information & communication Public 0:58:37 2020

Y30H1 Manufacturing Private 0:53:10 2018
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3.3 Data analysis

The collected interview data was analyzed following the Gioia methodology (Gioia et al.,

2013). The Gioia method is most typically used in single-case studies, however applications

to multiple-case studies exist (see Strike & Rerup, 2016; Williams & Shepherd, 2016). The

inductive method is often described as interpretive, as it aims to examine how informants'

experiences and motives may influence their respective organization. The Gioia module

combines informant-centric, detail-level data with a more abstract, higher-level theorization

(Cornelissen, 2017). The analysis begins by identification of categorization of relevant

concepts in the raw interview data. This is often referred to as the 1st order analysis (Gehman

et al., 2018). This is followed by the 2nd order (or axial) analysis, in which the relationships

of the emergent themes are thoroughly examined and transferred into broader topics that

represent the key findings of the informant centric data. At the 3rd and final stage of the Gioia

inductive method, the researcher forms final aggregate dimensions based on the 2nd order

themes. These aggregate dimensions become, then, the core elements of the arising grounded

theory (Rheinhardt et al., 2018). At the end of the analysis, a visual illustration of the

progress from the informant level to the final aggregate dimensions is formed, including all

the three described levels of analysis. Such visualizations were developed for both research

questions and they are presented in the beginning of their respective sections (Figures 9 &

10). The steps of the Gioia method are illustrated below (Figure 7).

Figure 7. The Gioia methodology (Gioia et al., 2013).

After transcription of all the interviews and including all the relevant words except for

unnecessary filling words, the examination of the data was done by using a qualitative data

analysis software ATLAS.ti. The software is one of the most popular tools for conducting

qualitative research (Lewis, 2004; Soratto et al., 2020.). The software allowed coding the 1st

order concepts in detail and exploring the relationships of the codes that represented the 1st
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order observations. According to the principles of qualitative, inductive research (Soiferman,

2010) and the selected method (Gioia et al., 2013), the 2nd order themes evolved in the

process through the emergence of new insights, relationships, or co-occurrences between the

codes. At the saturation point, the total number of codes for Ecosystem Game project was

816, of which 131 focused on the Finnish innovation policy context and thus were used for

examining the phenomenon in question. The number of created 2nd order themes for each

research question was 6. Lastly, for each research question, 3 aggregate dimensions were

developed.

3.4 Assessment of research design

The nature of qualitative studies typically presents challenges concerning the trustworthiness

of the research (Easton et al., 2000; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). To mitigate the challenge

of reliability, it is beneficial for the researcher to provide a well-documented description of

all decisions throughout the study. This can be achieved by highlighting the strengths and

limitations of the applied methodology and underlying reasoning along the process. These

factors were considered and evaluated throughout the research process, and they are

reviewed in this section.

The interview design was not influenced by the author since the interviews were

conducted by a team of researchers prior to the agreement on commissioned research.

However, in the transcription process, it became clear that the interviews were conducted

following the principles of neutrality by the experienced scholars – while recognizing the

fact that the presence of biases from the side of the interviewer or the interviewer cannot be

completely ruled out. Other commonly recognized pitfalls of qualitative data collection such

as environmental hazards and transcription errors (Easton et al., 2000) cannot be completely

excluded, however recommended mitigating principles such as using quality audio, quiet

spaces and repetitive transcription were applied. As qualitative studies use open-ended

questions to allow participants sufficient freedom to communicate their perceptions

(Marshall & Rossman, 2011), the challenge of getting unlimited and unconstrained answers

was clearly present. The interview guide was long, and there was variety in the knowledge

levels of the participants on the different topics. As a result, some issues were covered more

thoroughly than others. Nevertheless, the data portion was large, and the questions were

formulated in a manner that enlarges the scope of the responses to a maximum, e.g., "why,

when, or where" – questions were preferred over "if-questions" (Oplatka, 2021). Hence, the
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researchers were able to navigate the interview guide to secure sufficient load and balance

of information.

 Regarding the analysis, conducting empirical research typically involves a challenge

of balancing the scope, i.e., maximizing relevant findings while preventing the research from

becoming diluted in its own complexity (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). In qualitative

research, a small sample size is a prominent feature and may turn out to be a challenge. In

this study, the scarcity of data was not an issue, as the original amount of data was in fact

excessive for a Master's thesis. The data was analyzed in full extent for the separate project

by the writer and the co-researchers. For this study, it was deemed convenient for the full

data set to be used as a basis, which enabled effective use of all findings that the data could

provide regarding the specific Finnish innovation policy section. The scope was narrowed

down in the analysis phase by selecting the Finnish context section as a data source of the

study.
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4 Findings
This section presents the results from the primary data collected in an interview format. The

objective of the interviews was to gain two-fold insights from the innovation ecosystem

representatives. The first research question aimed to understand what the perceived

impediments in the Finnish innovation policy are, and the second one intended to answer

how the policy environment could be improved to further incentivize innovation ecosystem

activity:

RQ1: What barriers of Finnish innovation policy do innovation ecosystems experience?

RQ2: How could these barriers be addressed by the Finnish public authorities?

Findings following the Gioia methodology (Gioia et al., 2013) are structured and visualized

in the beginning of their respective section in Figure 8 (challenges) and Figure 9

(opportunities). According to the Gioia methodology, the theoretical descriptive level is

raised in between each of the three stages. The 1st order concepts are drawn directly from

the interview data. The 2nd order concepts are built upon the interviewee statements,

followed by the 3rd level aggregate dimensions that describe the high-level interpretations of

the findings.

4.1 RQ1: Challenges in policy environment
The ecosystem representatives displayed three major barriers in the current national

innovation policy landscape. Firstly, the findings indicate that current innovation policy

environment suffers from lack of consistency regarding R&D funding. This was to some

extent connected to the prevailing silo mentality on high-level policy decision-making.

Especially the short, two-year funding periods that Business Finland offers were deemed

insufficient for creating and sustaining an innovation ecosystem. Moreover, several

participants stressed that the current innovation policy measures do not provide enough

support for initiatives that aim for solving societal challenges and boosting business

transitions. Hence, to some extent, instrument design was viewed as disincentivizing. Lastly,

the participants found the policy support for the intermediate and later stages of innovation,

i.e., commercialization, growth, and international scaling, was considered inadequate due to

regulative constraints of some instruments. Especially international players were not

considered to be sufficiently included in the Finnish R&D ecosystem funding scheme. The

results are presented below in accordance with the Gioia data analysis method (Figure 8.)
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4.1.1 Short-termism and inconsistency

The most prominent challenge that emerged from the data was short-term support of

policymakers and the current R&D funding instruments. This was tied to silo mentality

among policymakers, which was claimed to cause lost output between the stages of

innovation.

Figure 8. Challenges in the policy environment.
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4.1.1.1 Short-sighted instruments

The most significant challenge that emerged from the interview data was the lack of

longitudinal and consistent funding instruments. While the current policy instruments were

found helpful and crucially important through de-risking innovation especially in the earlier

stages of innovation, several respondents expressed their hopes for longer-term thinking and

funding instruments. The reasons that the executives presented for continuity were rich in

variety. Some specifically stressed that to understand modern innovation landscape,

policymakers must improve their understanding of ecosystem thinking. According to

Y02H1, ecosystems are not projects but larger innovative forces that enable the creation of

innovative projects. Hence, ecosystems require time, consistency, and predictability from

their policymaking environment to function properly. As depicted by Y02H1, it appears that

Business Finland ecosystems are currently funded through short-term and project-based

instruments that seem to not always guarantee the viability of the innovation ecosystem:

"Ecosystems are funded through project-based funding, which presents challenges. As for

example, the two-year Business Finland project funding for innovation does not guarantee

the viability of the ecosystem. […]  After the funding ends, many ecosystems are left empty-

handed. Financing for ecosystems should be designed to be more longitudinal and it should

look at the ecosystem which is above the project. Building a solid foundation for an

ecosystem requires rather, say, five years of commitment from the financier."

Some participants justified the call for longer-term funding with the efficiency perspective.

As for example, Y04H2 indicated how filling extension applications for funding providers

"consumes and wastes" a significant number of resources for any innovative player, and

therefore the financing periods should be extended. The driving argument was the purpose

of continuity that is a prerequisite for innovation ecosystem operation, which was tied to the

frustration on constantly negotiating funding extensions and the bureaucracy that follows

from short-term funding. Furthermore, in agreement with Y02H1 and Y04H2, Y29H1

expressed concerns over the short-term R&D funding instruments. In this case, the

representative particularly emphasized that successfully creating a solid foundation for an

innovation ecosystem can barely be squeezed into a two-year period, and after that, there is

major risk of all the accomplishments of the innovation ecosystem being reduced to nothing:

"These instruments are set too short-sightedly. An ecosystem requires between 5 and 10

years of time to establish itself and create large-scale impact. Our current instruments are
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flawed, as the typical [funding] periods are two years. In two years, we have noticed that

the foundation for the ecosystem can barely be built. And then we may notice it is already

gone. And what happens after is that someone else takes over and starts from zero."

Other reasonings for the desired longer-term funding instruments considered the big picture

of adapting to different innovation policies. Some ecosystem representatives highlighted that

adapting to changes in policy environment may not be as quick as the policymaker side may

expect. In accordance with Y02H1, Y21H1 emphasized that creating and capturing value in

ecosystems requires consistency and sufficient time span to be beneficial for the actors and

the society. In addition, through the example of Strategic Centers of Excellence (SHOKs)

that were terminated in 2015, Y21H1 pointed out that the constant change of policies, rules,

and instruments, and the creation of new ones may hinder sustainable co-creation in

innovation ecosystems:

"Companies always need time to adapt to – and take advantage of – policy changes. If the

rules are constantly changing, we fall into a state of constant change and we will never

manage to efficiently create such systems on the corporate side. A great example of this is

the TEKES-funding, which was followed by SHOK funding instruments, which again was

followed by Business Finland funding. Once we adopted the SHOKs and learned how to

operate within that environment, the whole [SHOK] system was terminated."

4.1.1.2 Silo mentality

Besides the most influential actor Business Finland, the participants mentioned that

innovation is supported by public organizations such as the Finnish Innovation Fund,

Ministries, Sitra, the Finland Chamber of Commerce, and the Academy of Finland. Even

though R&D funding especially from Business Finland was found to have a vital role in de-

risking innovation especially during the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, several

participants indicated room for improvement in terms of clarity of current policy instruments

and initiatives. Therefore, the structural challenge of silo mentality was stressed by several

interviewees. According to Y29H1, Y04H1 and Y04H2, silo thinking manifests mainly in

confusion that is nurtured by the public decision-makers' fragmented goals and initiatives.

Overall, the communication between these public innovation support organizations was seen

as moderate, and the threat of fragmentation in decision-making and the resulting silos were

brought up by several executives. As Business Finland's financing often seems to be directed

to individual companies instead of innovation ecosystems, silos are likely to emerge between
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innovative actors. The silo effect was linked to the level of policymaker communication by

Y29H1:

"Our way of designing instruments for financing innovation – this model that supports

applied research through a B2B model – creates silos between innovative actors. Business

Finland and Academy of Finland are talking to each other, but on a very high level."

Moreover, the issue seems to not be lack of R&D support initiatives. Instead, it seems that

the clarity of which public support organizations may provide support for certain innovative

projects could be enhanced. In a similar vein to Y29H1, Y04H2 stressed that there is a "lack

of coordination" between certain innovation policy actors:

"Regarding data-driven economy, there are several initiatives coming from ministries, Sitra,

and Business Finland. These initiatives are not always well coordinated between the actors,

and these organizations appear to be doing the same things on both sides."

The fragmented goals and initiatives of public organizations were described as problematic

due to the misaligned goals of governmental organizations. These misalignments were

referred to as a situation in which different stages of innovation – from research to market –

are provided with their own respective policy instruments. Hence the silos between financing

instruments, as the different stages of innovation may be unequally supported and

incentivized. For example, Y29H1 mentioned that in Finland, the design of policy

instruments creates fragmentation since the untouchable and independent academia works

towards their own objectives through their own financing sources, while innovation

ecosystems may receive funding from providers whose agendas differ from those of basic

research supporters. Therefore, as described by Y29H1, instruments for innovation

ecosystems were not appropriate for all stages of innovation, which causes lost output in

between each stage:

"In Finland, the design of policy instruments creates fragmentation in ecosystems. In basic

research, there is academia, which is untouchable and independent, and they work towards

their objectives. In open innovation ecosystems we focus on our goals, as we have our own

policy instruments. Experimenting and piloting is done in the business ecosystem that has

its own financing instruments. […] There are clear silos in between [stages of innovation],

where produced output is lost [when proceeding to the next stage]."
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According to the interview data, silo thinking does not only manifest in decision-making

silos between public organizations and financing instruments, but it also appears that certain

structures may perpetuate the silo mentality when breaking new innovations into market.

One example of this is that certain Business Finland funding instruments for innovation seem

to exclude the end customer from the ecosystem. This was deemed problematic, as several

participants (e.g., Y15H1, Y24H1, Y12H1) emphasized that probability for an innovation's

success increases if the design can be done in close collaboration with the end customer.

Hence, an unwanted scenario in financing innovation was that the technology creation

happens in a silo, away from the customer. According to Y24H1, this may lead to

unsuccessful innovation since the customer feedback loop cannot be leveraged:

"In Business Finland projects, I do not think we are even allowed to involve the end customer

[in the ecosystem]. […] Lean and agile development is strongly dependent on customer

feedback."

Another example of silo thinking was related to the nature of funding instruments that

Business Finland provides for innovation ecosystems. Characterized as a B2B model where

not the ecosystem itself but individual organizations are the funding recipients, this model

was said to exclude for example cities from the funding scheme as cities may not receive

such funding, even if they participate in a publicly funded innovation ecosystem. Y08H1 –

who represented an industry player that wanted to collaborate with a city – noted that silos

are being created between the innovative actors through this barrier for collaboration. This

was seen problematic because the challenges of the society were noted to oftentimes lie in

cities:

"I agree that this ecosystem subsidy model of Business Finland is very good. However, it is

not perfect, as for example Business Finland cannot provide funding for cities. If we want to

create something together here, we should design funding instruments so that cities can be

financially supported as well. For the operation not to be as siloed as it currently is.

4.1.2 Ineffective design of instruments

The ineffective design of instruments was perceived to stem from both high-level, national

innovation strategy discussions and legislation, as well as specific constraints in R&D

funding instruments. Structural barriers included the difficulty of gaining support for

societally significant transitions and lack of industry perspective in legislative drafting.

Instrument disincentives were referred to as the difficulty of replacing passive ecosystem
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partners and the reimbursement rates of innovation that may not sufficiently compensate for

high-risk initiatives.

4.1.2.1 Structural barriers of innovation

Some experienced impediments for resource exploitation were thus related to the higher-

level issues in innovation policy discourse. By some participants, resources such as

willingness, ability, and motivation of innovative actors to create wellbeing-enhancing

solutions through spillover effects of innovation were deemed to be in ineffective use. Some

executives indicated that the public financiers' interests in supporting societally significant

solutions should be integrated in their objectives more strongly. It was stressed that the

policymakers' goals consider employment and growth as the final objectives, while those in

fact should be the outcomes of successful innovative activity. As for example, Y20H1 – who

was specialized in technological transitions – stated that if Finland's goal is to create new

business development and gain a global leadership position through carbon neutrality, then

carbon neutrality should be the focal objective around which the employment opportunities

are formed:

"Our project aims for carbon neutrality and reducing emissions – which is a topical issue

and relevant part of our strategy. Yet, none of these environmental themes seem to be

integrated in the policymakers' or financiers' objectives. Instead, the discussion revolves

around employment opportunities and productivity. This causes us to re-evaluate whether

all stakeholders share the same motives at all."

Employment and productivity were thus experienced to overshadow the societal impact of

innovation in the objectives of innovation financiers. Therefore, it was considered difficult

to gain funding for initiatives of important social transformation. It was accentuated by some

interviewees (e.g., Y25H1, Y02H1) that the governmental actors should further incentivize

firms to participate in solving societal problems. Y02H1 mentioned that further involvement

of public policymakers is a prerequisite of innovation:

"I have noticed that in such themes as industrial transition, digitalization, or carbon

neutrality – or in facilitating any sort of transition – it is extremely difficult to find supportive

driving forces for the ecosystem."

Regarding the social transformation theme, a paradox in terms of channeling the public

funding emerged from the data. According to Y05H1, non-profit services and solutions may
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not receive national funding, even if initiated by industry players. Y05H1 was involved in a

large-scale digital infrastructure project with significant expected socio-economic benefits

for many stakeholders. However, because of the B2B funding approach of Business Finland

– that was characterized as a "venture capitalist" approach – Y05H1 noted that Business

Finland may face a situation in which it excludes the possibility of funding important

services for society, such as digital infrastructure:

"It all seems narrow-minded in terms of financing and decision-making. Business Finland

cannot support a non-profit service like this since their approach is to act like a venture

capitalist. And that approach does not fit in the picture at all. […] Currently the government

is trying to determine if they can support such service at all. The policymakers have never

faced such a challenge."

Moreover, some of the barriers for ecosystem operation seemed to lie in regulative

instruments. Some interviewees emphasized the inflexibility of laws, and the reason for that

was claimed the lack of industry perspective in legislative drafting. The concrete

understanding of how ecosystems can be supported was deemed incomplete especially by

the medical ecosystem sector representatives such as Y27H1:

"Business knowledge is completely missing from the legislative drafting. It cannot only be

the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health involved. […] While the government's strategy

goals include the creation of ecosystems, these issues are not considered on a practical level

of legislative drafting. This leads to failures in fulfilling these goals. In our case, us – or any

other industry player – were not included in the policy discussions. Even though the

regulative discussion is extremely valuable, ethical contemplation among the governmental

organizations, they are completely lacking the standpoint of business, since there are ways

to solve these challenges ethically in a way that benefits the industry as well."

4.1.2.2 Disincentivizing instruments

In addition to the large-scale challenges of policy support, some ecosystem representatives

indicated impediments for resource exploitation that were related to R&D instruments of

Business Finland. A keen topic in the resource efficiency discussion was whether Business

Finland subsidies were motivating enough to foster high-risk innovation in terms of the level

of financial contribution. It emerged from the data that a typical reimbursement rate for

Business Finland co-creation projects is 40 % of the expenses. Some participants commented

on these contributions and co-financing rates, simply labeling them unprofitable. For
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example, Y03H2 noted that the even if the theoretical contribution was 40 %, any additional

costs oftentimes fall for the company to pay:

"Yes, Business Finland reimburses 40 % of our expenses in this project […] However, in

practice, we have not received compensation for all those expenses. Quite a bit more money

has been spent."

Whereas Y03H2 highlighted that the theoretical contribution may be challenging to exploit

in the real world, Y09H2 noted that the 40 % contribution may not be worthwhile, since with

responsibility, come the burdens of reporting and bureaucracy. Furthermore, the B2B

instrument requires a major part of Business Finland funding to be used in subcontracting,

which may disincentivize the innovative actors and force them to do unnecessary

subcontracting:

"It can be debated whether the 40 % contribution is profitable. Given the bureaucracy that

follows from it, the compensation should be higher. I am not sure if there was a legal

constraint that prevented it from being 50 %, but it should be that at least. […] With a 40 %

financing contribution, considering the amount of work, invested resources and uncertainty,

40 % is minimal. And for large companies, a major portion of the received subsidy must be

used in subcontracting services."

As another example of instrument barriers for innovation ecosystems, Y03H2 noted how

Business Finland's innovation ecosystem funding is focused on the recipients of the subsidy

instead of the ecosystem operation and output. This was because in the B2B approach, R&D

funding is provided to a fixed set of individual actors that is unalterable once the financing

decision has been made. Y03H2 claimed that as all partners do not provide equal

contribution to the ecosystem, sometimes for the benefit of the ecosystem, a passive partner

must be replaced with a new partner. According to Y03H2, such situations are not

incentivized by Business Finland, since the fixed set of ecosystem actors is difficult (or

impossible) to change after the support has been granted:

"There have been some more passive partners who should be replaced. The problem is that

Business Finland funding will be cut accordingly if we do it. […] Our mindset has been that

participating in the ecosystem requires all players to contribute. And what if you cannot

contribute?"
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4.1.3 Lack of go-to-market support

Some barriers of commercialization emerged in the interviews. It was claimed that on a high

level, Finland concentrates its resources mainly towards earlier stages of innovation, causing

lack of opportunities for go-to-market phases. A particularly emphasized hindering factor

for scalability and growth was the exclusion of international partners from innovation

ecosystem funding.

4.1.3.1 Excessive early-stage focus

Lack of support mechanisms for intermediate and later stages of innovation was experienced

as a major barrier in the current environment. The high-level barrier was the lack of available

R&D funding in general, which was viewed to be caused by excessive R&D support

emphasis on the earlier stages, i.e., basic research. This was seen as a problem when

contrasted with other economies such as Sweden. As for example, Y17H2 highlighted that

a major reason for relocating certain corporate functions abroad was the lack of potential

funding opportunities in Finland. As a policymaker message, Y17H2 stated that the risk

capital should not only be capital from abroad but capital from Finland. In line with Y17H2,

Y15H1 made a reference to Sweden, emphasizing sense of urgency as a cultural aspect on a

higher level:

"What seems to be different in Sweden, where a colleague of mine is located, is that they

have a stronger sense of urgency and a focused growth mindset in bringing the product to

the market. This is also what I was talking about with the venture capitalists, and a reason

why they do not invest in Finnish companies."

While the lack of capital is a larger-scale issue of the economic environment, public policy

can alleviate the scarcity of risk capital through increased R&D expenditures and the

appropriate instruments. Lack of funding opportunities was experienced to partly derive

from Finland and Europe's traditional focus on basic research over commercialization. The

sense of urgency described by Y15H1 seems to be associated with innovation policy. Y12H1

pointed out that as the Finnish public policy concentration has emphasized basic research, it

has led to challenges of bringing solutions to end markets in Finland:

"Especially commercialization and strong pursuit of market presence have been regarded

as swear words in domestic innovation policy discussions. Our approach has embraced

basic research over commercialization."
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Some respondents specifically highlighted that the major problem – instead of the

availability of support for R&D projects and ecosystems – was lack of support in the later

go-to-market stages. As the pain points for Finnish innovation appear to be capabilities to

commercialize and sell innovative solutions, several participants stressed that doing so

should be in the national interest. It was emphasized that while Finland has extremely high-

skilled workforce and potential for innovation, international expansion lacks public support.

Y24H1 highlighted that the policymakers should adopt a mindset that acknowledges the

importance of market entry for the nation, and that Finland cannot afford to put such

emphasis of its R&D funding to academia without including collaboration with industry to

it. Moreover, as expressed by Y24H1, as the role of Business Finland as financier and

facilitator for innovation is crucial, go-to-market support cannot be left for other, less

resourceful actors such as the Finland Chamber of Commerce to take on:

"For a long time, we have been saying that technology projects are not the problem – the

problem is breaking into the market. […] And Business Finland does not change anything.

[…] We have all these actors – including the Finland Chamber of Commerce – who should

take responsibility for go-to-market support, yet Business Finland's financing resources are

superior. […] Since the pain point is commercialization, we need a national-level solution

for it. This is especially important in Finland due to the small size of our domestic market."

4.1.3.2 Exclusion of international partners

An important issue raised by some respondents was the exclusion of international players

from publicly funded innovation ecosystems. According to the interviews, Business Finland

ecosystem funding is directed to Finnish companies and organizations, meaning that global

innovation partners may not participate in certain ecosystem activities. This is to ensure

competitiveness of Finnish companies and to direct the spillover effects of innovation, i.e.,

economic wellbeing, back to domestic stakeholders. This was, however, perceived as an

extreme limiting factor for success, as it seems that innovation ecosystems cannot thrive and

remain competitive without access to the best know-how available. As described by Y18H1,

exclusion of international players may hinder innovative activity through missed

opportunities:

"The most challenging part of operating in an innovation ecosystem environment is that

while we talk about these global players, the criterion for national funding is that the
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participants come from Finland, and that it benefits Finnish stakeholders. Unfortunately,

including international companies in these consortia does not work very well in this context.

In line with Y18H1, Y03H2 illustrated that such criteria may rule out potential collaboration

and financing opportunities. Through an example of the effect of this Business Finland

funding criterion, Y03H2 pointed out that the resources of large, multinational corporations

cannot be exploited in the current publicly funded ecosystems:

"Microsoft is extremely interested in this standard that we have been developing, and they

have integrated it into their technology services. However, one constraint about Business

Finland ecosystems is that these Microsoft-like firms cannot participate in ecosystem

operation. They would have liked to participate as a member and a financier, but it is simply

not made possible."

The industry perspective was quite clear and united regarding internationalization and its

benefits. It was claimed by Y27H1 that international partnering through ecosystems creates

important networking opportunities, and excluding international actors from such

collaborations would damage the innovative and economic environment over the long term:

"In internationalization, networks are crucial. And these networks should be international.

If we prevent cross-border collaborators from coming here – these huge players who bring

huge opportunities – then we also eliminate the opportunity of Finnish companies to break

into international markets. […] A Finnish technology company should be able to establish

their product in Microsoft's ecosystem to succeed. By ruling these international companies

out of the picture, we cause damage to domestic firms' global competitiveness."

In agreement with Y27H1, Y19H1 highlighted the call for mechanisms that enable

international ecosystem collaboration right in the emergent phase of the ecosystem, in which

public support generally plays a crucial role. Since public financiers have the resources to

influence the emergent phase of ecosystems, it was claimed vital for public decision-makers

to understand that global scaling should be enabled in the birth phase – and that the

probability of commercialization success may depend upon international partners:

"An ecosystem's ability to grow increases significantly if we can attract partner firms from

abroad. The potential for scaling – which I assume is the goal of Business Finland funded

ecosystems – may in some cases be accomplished through domestic leader companies that

are able to scale the ecosystem output to global level. Nevertheless, I see that when building
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an ecosystem, the international players should already be attracted and included. Even

though they might be more challenging to initiate, when successful, the global ecosystems

will ease the commercialization."

4.2 RQ2: Addressing the policy challenges

The participants envisioned several suggestions to improve the current innovation policy

environment and enhance its suitability for innovation ecosystems. These observations arose

in three thematic structures. Firstly, many participants indicated that the policy support

should be more flexible and accessible to a wider spectrum of actors, including cities and

international players. This was connected to the notion that the governmental actors – mainly

the influential and resourceful Business Finland – should adopt a more strategic role as a

facilitator and intermediary of innovation. Second, more longitudinal funding periods were

clearly found more tempting and incentivizing over shorter time spans of financing for

innovation ecosystems.  This was especially due to the nature of innovation ecosystems that

were seen to not properly function under constant uncertainty, and the bureaucracy that was

experienced to result from short-sighted instruments. Regarding the nature of instruments,

preferences were indicated in favor of upfront investments over tax incentives. Third,

facilities for learning, experimentation, and academia-industry cooperation in ecosystems

were urged, suggesting an integrative innovation ecosystem funding instrument supporting

all stages of innovation from research to market. The integrative instrument was also

suggested to tackle the silo mentality of decision-making and siloed instruments. The results

are presented in accordance with the Gioia data analysis method below (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Opportunities in the policy environment.

4.2.1 Strategic ecosystem support

Accessibility of funding was viewed crucial as it was indicated that the resources of

innovation ecosystems cannot be limited to the national funding and skills, and that the

development of socially significant solutions should be enabled by including cities in

ecosystem funding scheme. This was associated with understanding the big picture of

innovation ecosystem operation and a more strategic role of the government not only as a

controller of R&D who directs the benefits back to national stakeholders, but as a partner of

the industry that recognizes the win-win potential of ecosystem outputs.
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4.2.1.1 Accessibility of funding

The experienced barriers such as exclusion of international players and cities from the

funding scheme, and the challenging nature of gaining funding for societally significant

solutions suggest more flexibility and availability for the funding instruments. It was deemed

essential for the innovation ecosystem that all the necessary actors for the success of

innovation may participate in the ecosystem and receive funding. As successful innovation

depends upon a variety of partners, it was indicated that the funding instruments should be

more accessible and fairly designed. A suggested way to accomplish this was that the

determining factor for funding should be the (expected) output of the innovation ecosystem

rather than the eligibility features of ecosystem partners. Y18H1 depicted the call for

inclusion of international ecosystem players through an example of enabling actors:

"For us, seeking public funding from Business Finland for this ecosystem was extremely

challenging, and we found ourselves in a situation where these enabler organizations were

excluded from public funding. When setting such constraints, we are forced to look for the

best partners within Finnish borders. And that is an artificially created situation where the

ecosystem does not operate at its highest level."

The removal of certain funding constraints was noted to be especially appropriate for

innovation ecosystem settings.  Through an illustration of their company's struggles with

public R&D funding criteria, Y18H1 emphasized that while a more supply chain-oriented

funding approach may have worked before, the industry would benefit from an update in

policymaker thinking to the ecosystem level:

"Business Finland wanted to direct their funding exclusively for the companies that will

exploit the results of this project. Since our project requires investments from these enabler

companies – as this is not a supplier approach where we buy resources, products or services,

but a co-creation approach – it has been a challenge to get these enabling organizations

involved. […] It was a surprising and contradictory decision, which has clearly weakened

this ecosystem's ability to produce any output."

As a consensus, the innovation ecosystem representatives urged policymakers – especially

the resourceful Business Finland – to have more trust in innovation ecosystems and therefore

enable funding for a larger spectrum of actors so that all potential partners would be offered
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a chance to contribute to ecosystem operation. As mentioned, one example of this was the

role of cities. Y08H1 portrayed the importance of including cities in the funding scheme by

suggesting a model that would enable the innovative capabilities of cities:

"The innovation funding should be channeled in alignment with the societal objectives. Here

we have a textbook example of how we (a company) are creating beneficial solutions for the

city. And the city should be a part of it, so that they could adjust their organization and

roadmap accordingly."

In a similar vein, Y02H1 described that as cities are not eligible for certain Business Finland

funding instruments, a situation where no actor is willing to take on the risk of initiating an

infrastructure project may emerge. Therefore, Y02H1 pointed out that there should be a way

to build public infrastructure through a co-creation model, while currently it is challenging

for companies to work with cities in publicly subsidized infrastructure development. To be

included in the development of public infrastructure solutions, cities should have an

incentive to be integrated in such co-creation:

"There should be a way to build public infrastructure through a co-creation model. There is

a need for an actor who takes on the risk and takes the initiative – at the moment, we cannot

find one."

4.2.1.2 Consultative approach

In the data, the accessibility of support was tied to a larger transition – a more strategic role

of the government as a facilitator of innovation. This suggested increased understanding of

the innovation ecosystem approach where all partners that the success of innovation depends

upon should be included, but also a shift towards a strategic a supporter of the whole

innovation process. For example, the challenge of disincentivizing the development of

public infrastructure solutions occurred in some interviews. The logic behind such comments

was that through the removal of unnecessary constraints, public funding organizations such

as Business Finland could enable the resources of innovative players for the good of the

society. Y23H1 pointed out how Business Finland funding takes the role and perspective of

a venture capitalist, resulting in a paradox in which digital infrastructure cannot be

supported:

"This national, public, and non-profit infrastructure that we are building is challenging to

process for Business Finland, since their funding principle is to support companies that aim
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for profit. In contrast, here the idea is to build a platform infrastructure where services can

be integrated. This has been difficult for them to process, and it is why we have not been

able to gain public funding for the project."

The critique for the venture capitalist approach is one manifestation of how the role of

Business Finland was perceived among the study participants. It was proposed by Y04H1,

Y04H2 and Y21H1 that policymakers see innovative actors as trustworthy, strategic partners

who work towards objectives that are shared with public support providers. This was

associated with the nature of innovation ecosystems, as some executives emphasized that

public policy should take their innovation policy to the level of ecosystems, i.e., understand

that ecosystems require support that is longitudinal, consistent, and accessible. Especially

Business Finland's role in the innovative landscape was hoped to be transformed from an

authority-based and controlling financier towards a more strategic and supportive for

industry players. Y04H1 stressed that on a practical level, Business Finland's contribution

to innovation depends on the type of approach and attitude that their ecosystem contact

representatives take. In accordance with this notion, Y04H2 described that the ideal role of

a Business Finland official representative would be a "coach" who openly discusses with the

company about their new focus areas, funding instruments, and programs, and promotes

them as a benefit of the industry. Moreover, Y04H2 highlighted that the foundation of

successful use of R&D funding is a shared vision of the win-win-situation between the two

parties:

"I would like to see this kind of shift towards not only acting as a public official. […] A more

consultative approach would be preferred since there should be a mutual understanding of

the win-win situation. Some may have a perception that we are in this for the public funding,

and they might take a controlling approach […] instead of co-creating beneficial services

for Finland."

4.2.2 Long-term subsidies

As noted in the policy challenges, a clear consensus among the participants concerned the

lack of consistency and continuity regarding the Finnish innovation support instruments,

with a significant focus on financing instruments. Besides the call for more longitudinal

thinking, subsidies were preferred over tax incentives as upfront investments were viewed

as more concrete and motivating – hence the recommendation of extended financial support

in the form of upfront investments.
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4.2.2.1 Long-term instruments

Long-term funding was considered to be vital for the success and continuity of an innovation

ecosystem as an interdependent, higher-level network of participants that creates and

implements lower-level projects. In all interviews which discussed the time span of R&D

funding, the need for more longitudinal funding instruments was expressed. While it seems

logical for innovators to vouch for extension of funding periods, the reasoning was rather

specific to the nature of ecosystems. The participants perceived that funding periods for

Finnish innovation ecosystems should be stretched for reasons including the need for a stable

innovation ecosystem foundation, predictability, and consistency. Several respondents

compared the Finnish instruments to the respective ones of Western benchmark economies.

Examples include the U.K., the U.S., Germany, and Sweden. Y04H2 illustrated long-term

support by a comparison to Sweden:

"Our Swedish business partners are funded for three or four years at a time. They are given

the appropriate time to build [the ecosystem]. Sometimes it feels like our policymakers do

not understand how long building and implementing an innovation ecosystem and its

operating model take." […] The funding should be granted for a minimum of three years at

a time."

Whereas some of the previous policy recommendations were industry-specific, the call for

long-term innovation ecosystem support was emphasized by participants across industries

and regardless the public or private status of their ecosystem. As mentioned, the longitudinal

nature of ecosystem operation itself appears to require a sufficient time period to prepare

itself for scaling up. The most extreme suggestion in terms of public R&D funding time

frames was made by Y02H1, who represented a large innovation ecosystem of materials and

hydrogen solutions. He argued that to develop competitive new materials and hydrogen

solutions, the "ruthless reality is that we need a time span of 10 years". As specified by

Y21H1, ecosystems require systematic operations and a solid foundation:

"Whether it is mobile phones or forestry, the creation of radical innovations that enhance

business development require a long time span. It means that we must be able to operate

systematically, so that the technological foundation can be expanded into new areas."

Importantly, Y04H1 pointed out that the need of long-term support must be discussed in the

context of risks involved. While ecosystems may require longer-term support to maximize

the benefits, for public decision-makers, commitment to longer-term funding means
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increased uncertainty and risk. Among the interviewees, only a few went deeper into the

issue and contemplated the consequences of a scenario in which the funding was granted for

a longer period of time. Y21H1 and Y04H1 brought up the SHOK programs as examples of

continuity. As SHOKs were largely funded by TEKES (former Business Finland), the

examples were particularly applicable for the context. According to Y04H1, if a company

gets involved in a high-risk innovation project, it should be expected that the government

supports it through instruments of appropriate time span, and that performance measurement

would be a preferred way to mitigate the risk:

"Putting an end to the public support after two years is not very motivating. The financing

should be based on continuity. Of course, this does not mean automatically funding

innovation projects over the long term – methods of performance measurement could be

included as a mitigating principles for the risk. […] Like in SHOKs they used to do, financing

decisions were based on who had the highest performance. Just before the SHOKs were

terminated, TEKES funding had improved a lot."

Y04H1 and Y04H2 represented a public-private innovation ecosystem and had over a decade

of experience of working with public support organizations such as Business Finland. Hence,

their contrubution to the issues in question was significant. The company had a clear vision

that longer-term funding instruments and regular assessment of performance would be a

preferred solution over short-term instruments and the resulting bureaucracy, funding

extension applications, and uncertainty of the future:

"Subsidies should not be given based on the principal of continuity without regular

assessment of performance. However, there should be guaranteed support for high-

performing innovative activities. And this is what we are lacking in Finland."

4.2.2.2 Subsidies over tax incentives

A part of the experienced short-termism and the problems associated with it stemmed from

the perceived policymakers' imbalance between expectations of innovation and those of its

commercialization. Y21H1 noted that somewhat unreasonable expectations for innovation

itself and bringing it to commercial use exist, and described that the risks and benefits should

be better aligned and understood on the policymaker side:

"Policymakers' expectations of simultaneous, radical innovations and instant market

breakthrough should be more balanced. Currently one needs to master verbal acrobatics to
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make the project application look unique, radical, and something that the world has never

seen before – while being required to deliver a cash flow forecast for the first two years."

More realism and ability to reflect policy instruments through industry players' eyes was

expected in the form of specific funding instruments. Some participants hoped that

policymakers would improve their abilities to consider the incentive structures of different

instruments from the industry perspective. As an example, to balance the policymakers'

expectations, Y12H1 suggested that for large industry players in an ecosystem, any upfront-

type support instrument is often the more tempting option over tax reliefs. Moreover, Y12H1

mentioned that they were asked by the Ministry of Finance if such instrument would be

considered motivating. A negative reply was sent because tax incentives were not considered

clear and concrete enough:

"A subsidy is a more incentivizing and effective instrument in contrast to a tax relief because

the latter takes place once the work is finished, and these organizations – and the people

who take part in this co-creation – will never see the money. It will show up in the balance

sheet later. Tax instruments do not actively guide the operation to the desired direction."

4.2.3 Integrative funding instrument

Barriers touched upon in the policy challenges included silo mentality, lack of support for

intermediate stages of innovation, exclusion of certain partners – especially international

ones and cities – through the B2B model, and lost output between stages of innovation.

Improved facilities for experimentation were suggested as an especially appropriate tool for

Finland to reduce the lost output between the stages and to advance commercialization

processes. Experimentation of innovation was seen as a practice with tons of unexploited

potential, considering the size and other national strengths of the country. According to the

interviews, the prevailing silo mentality and resulting lost output between innovation phases

were viewed to potentially be reduced by designing a funding instrument that considers

ecosystems as entities and thus enables inclusion of various partners.

4.2.3.1 Facilities for experimentation

As a solution for the lack of funding opportunities and excessive regulation, several

executives (e.g., Y25H1, Y19H1, Y23H1, Y15H1) suggested increasing the opportunities

for learning and experimentation in the Finnish innovation environment. Best practices were

illustrated through comparisons to other countries such as the U.S., the U.K., Israel, and New
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Zealand. Public investments in the creation of learning and experimenting services were

deemed essential, and the need for facilities for ecosystem experimentation was strong. Most

references to experimentation were not research-side experiments but applied-level pilots to

be conducted at stages closer to the market. Therefore, facilities for experimentation

indicated stronger governmental involvement for intermediate-stage level of innovation.

Y25H1 called for governmental support through a comparison to the U.S.:

"For the ecosystem to be relevant, it should be able to utilize governmental sponsoring –

like NASA does in the U.S. If a technology seems promising in the development phase, it

should be provided with facilities for experimentation where the state could be involved.

This is what we are lacking in the Nordics and in Finland."

In agreement with Y25H1, Y19H1 accentuated that the government should support

experimentation of innovation. The reason for this was that before breaking into the market,

reaching awareness of an innovation's potential can be achieved with fewer costs through

successful pilot experimentation. Y19H1 thus added the importance of fast failures in an

ecosystem setting to the discussion:

"Fail fast, learn fast – idea should be embraced here. Those failures should not be expensive,

and that [price of failure innovations] could be mitigated through public funding. Through

governmental support and the learning and experimentation that it provides, we could build

a foundation for experimenting."

In some cases, the call for learning and experimentation facilities was viewed as crucial for

innovation ecosystems specifically. Some representatives pointed out that ecosystem

thinking offers unique opportunities for the innovation world that can only be exploited

through an appropriate testing environment. As for example, Y20H1 emphasized that in a

digitalized society, different skillsets and operations can be leveraged through ecosystems

and their testing environments by combining data and analytics more effectively than ever

before. A more concrete benchmarking example was presented by Y23H1 who had

ecosystem experience in autonomous vehicles. According to Y23H1, pilot projects are not

only less expensive and risky than rapid commercialization, but also the regulatory frame in

which they can be implemented could be significantly lighter, i.e., the go-to-market

regulation should only be worthwhile to battle with if ecosystem actors know that the

innovation has enough commercial potential. Thus, Y23H1 drew a comparison to the U.K.:
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"In the U.K., they have this regulatory sandbox concept, which we could try in Finland too.

We could experiment for example data solutions on a smaller scale – without the need to use

regulation in its full extent. This could facilitate new technological innovations."

The call for more experimentation was also connected to the competitive advantages of the

Finnish innovation system. A suggested way to enhance Finland's innovative

competitiveness was to recognize its unique selling points – or high value drivers – such as

medical industry and technology on an industry level, and the high degree of resilience, trust,

and know-how on a societal level. For instance, Y15H1 brought up the high value drivers in

the innovation context by stating that health sector and digitalization are major

differentiators for Finland, suggesting policy instruments that enable learning and

experimentation for such industries. The larger-scale challenge was that even though Finland

is a capable and attractive partner for international ecosystem players, the skills and

knowledge potential are not exploited efficiently enough due to constraints in regulatory and

supportive policy instruments. Therefore, strengths of the national innovation system should

be identified and used in experiments, as described by Y25H1:

"This national economy of ours is so small that it should be used as a pilot environment. The

world is full of examples such as New Zealand and Israel […] We have a strong and resilient

basis for a thriving economy, and we could be a trend-setter for many countries."

4.2.3.2 Ecosystems as entities

As suggested by several executives, such challenges as disincentivization, silo mentality,

and resource inefficiency could be addressed by designing a support instrument that would

not focus on the individual actors but would treat ecosystems as entities themselves. Y29H1

pointed out that the current Business Finland funding instruments tend to create silos

between the different stages of innovation. In addition, Y29H1 specifically stressed the

difficulty of piloting and experimenting under the constraints of the current, siloed

instruments. Hence the suggestion of an instrument that supports the innovation's full

journey from research to market in every step of the way:

"We are not allowed to do pilots or demos, since they are done in the business ecosystem,

which has its own financing instruments." […] There should be a funding instrument that

supports the whole process of innovation."
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Y17H2 mentioned that the pandemic has boosted the innovation policy decision-making to

some extent, as R&D funding has increased. However, Y17H2 specifically criticized the

current B2B model of Business Finland, in which funding is not given to the "ecosystem"

but to one or several companies who form the ecosystem through subcontracting. It appears

that the ecosystem-like nature of Business Finland ecosystems comes from the required

subcontracting rules, which does not work for ecosystems, as specified earlier by Y18H1.

Furthermore, it seems that to some extent, the current R&D funding may not facilitate

innovation, but in fact a portion of the support may be unintentionally channeled to existing

business. According to Y17H2, the Finnish innovation policy support has mostly been

directed to existing business instead of new business development, and this is because the

policy lacks a full-service, innovation ecosystem funding instrument:

"If I look at the hundreds of thousands of euros that have been granted for businesses, the

achieved output does not impress me. It is not new business development that has been

achieved but the money goes to maintaining the existing staff's salaries. […] We would have

applied for ecosystem funding for our innovation center, however such ecosystem funding

does not exist, since the funding is directed to individual firms.

Lastly, in accordance with the messages of Y17H2, Y18H1, and Y29H1, Y02H1

summarized the crucial aspects that emerged as key characteristics of the instrument. A

longitudinal funding instrument that would consider ecosystems as entities rather than as

individual actors might be a potential option for Finland, provided that regular performance

assessments can be conducted to mitigate the potential risks:

"Long-term ecosystem funding. But not an automatic one. It must be regularly evaluated,

the funding can be suspended if needed, but there must be a possibility for continuity.

Because these ecosystems – especially those supported by Business Finland – are based on

co-creation and co-offering. And it may be difficult to foster business transitions through

individual co-creation projects. A basic funding instrument for innovation ecosystems is an

ugly word, however it is what we need."
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5 Discussion

By contrasting the results from the primary data with the reviewed academic literature, this

section intends to find emerging similarities and differences between the previous findings

and collected interview data. Moreover, this section aims to identify and discuss potential

solutions found in the previous literature for the research questions of this study.

5.1 Challenges in policy environment

RQ1 aimed at identifying the challenges that innovation ecosystems experience in the

Finnish innovation policy environment. These included the short-term funding instruments

and decision-making silo mentality, ineffective design of instruments, and insufficient

support for commercialization and growth. This section revisits these findings and contrasts

them with the reviewed literature.

The participants recognized the role of governmental support organizations as de-

riskers of innovation, especially in the early stages of innovation. This risk absorber role of

the government is traditionally highlighted in the literature, as in contrast to the more risk

averse venture capital, the government takes on some of the financial risk in the early stage

(Wessner, 2005), of which some is socialized through taxation (Gretschmann & Schepers,

2016). The most visible impediment arising from the interviews was the short-termism of

R&D funding by policymakers, and especially that of Business Finland. The findings

suggest major drawbacks in the short-term funding instruments to be the uncertainty that

hinders viability of innovation ecosystems, and the bureaucracy that such policy causes.

Support for longitudinal policies in the literature is strong. Gretschmann & Schepers (2016)

highlighted that innovation is a result of repeated cycles of trial and error, and that it requires

the opposite approach from bureaucracy, referring to a stable support process from the

policymaker side. Hall et al. (2012) showed that short-term public R&D funding may

facilitate private R&D spending but fails to produce long-term sustainability. Through

increased importance of trust building and political stability, ideal characteristics of policies

have been suggested to be predictability and long-term collaborative design (Schulz, 2021).

 Another justification for the long-term funding that arose from the data is the nature

of innovation ecosystems. To guarantee viability of the ecosystem and secure the

exploitation of the ecosystem's achievements, the data suggests longer-term instruments.

Public funding providers were urged to adopt ecosystem thinking in their strategy, objectives
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and instruments, as ecosystems require consistency, continuity, and predictability from their

policy environment to function properly. This was especially true since the ecosystem birth

and expansion phase investments to build the foundation for the future scale-up potential

were deemed significant. The literature agrees that ecosystems either remain viable through

self-renewal or give in for competing ecosystems (Moore, 1993). The outcome is strongly

dependent on funding (Kerr & Nanda, 2009; Ali-Yrkkö et al., 2019). Ecosystems typically

have high adaptation costs, which causes a high level of interdependency (Thomas & Autio,

2014; Jacobides et al., 2018; Lingens et al., 2021). As resources are invested to become a

member of the ecosystem, the early investments only generate benefit for the members if the

ecosystem remains viable, which is subject to financing. Nevertheless, whether short-term

or long-term instruments support the renewal of innovation ecosystems specifically is not

present in the literature.

Lack of long-term support was depicted by some participants through the example of

the SHOK initiatives. The SHOKs had time spans of 5-10 years but were terminated in 2015

due to the economic crisis and resulting lack of confidence in the ecosystem approach

(Finnish Government, 2015; Laasonen et al., 2020). The findings indicate that to navigate

the policy landscape, benefit from it, and create sustainable ecosystems, innovative actors

need time to adapt to changes in policy instruments, hence the frustration with frequent

policy changes. Lack of consistency and direction are well recognized innovation policy

barriers from academia (Lemola, 2020; Laasonen et al., 2020) and policy discussions

(OECD, 2017; Ormala, 2019).

Another emerging barrier was silo thinking among public innovation support

organizations. Besides the influential player Business Finland, these players included the

Finnish Innovation Fund, Ministries, the Finland Chamber of Commerce, Sitra, and the

Academy of Finland. A particularly stressed issue was lack of communication between

policy actors and their innovative initiatives. This has been especially recognized at EU

level. Gretschmann & Schepers (2016) showed that policy incoherence is one of the critical

issues of the European innovation policy. To mitigate such divided decision-making,

suggested measures include increased funding for public-private partnership models,

improved coordination of policy initiatives, and reduced contradictory regulations. These

are well aligned with the findings of the study. Several referrals to SHOK programs in the

data point towards benefits from a partnership model with similar characteristics.

The findings suggest that the current funding is channeled to individual actors and is

likely to create silos between the different stages of innovation, i.e., the levels between basic
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research and commercialization. This was because the funding was perceived to be directed

to actors of different stages instead of all players that an innovation ecosystem may require

for its success. Granstrand & Holgersson (2020, p. 3) accentuated that an innovation

ecosystem is the "set of actors, activities, and relations, that are important for the innovative

performance of an actor or a population of actors". Indeed, the literature agrees that

innovation ecosystems represent a variety of players from all the stages of innovation – i.e.,

academia, industry, customer, and society (see also Carayannis et al., 2012).

One rationale for public R&D expenditures stems from the spillover effects of

innovation (Yawson, 2009; Becker, 2019, Prokop & Stejskal, 2019), suggesting that

supporting private innovation would be of national benefit. The findings propose that

supporting societally significant solutions should be further integrated in the objectives of

funding providers. Lack of this manifested in difficulties of finding supportive forces for

transitions such as digitalization or carbon neutrality. Such integration of societal or

industrial transitions in the national innovation strategy, objectives, and instruments along

employment and productivity is therefore recommended.

The findings show that Business Finland's ecosystem funding typically focuses on the

recipients of the subsidy rather than the ecosystem output, since the funding is provided to

an unalterable, fixed set of actors through a B2B subcontracting model. Consequently, the

financial support for the ecosystem will be re-evaluated and cut accordingly in case of a

partner's withdrawal. As all value contributions of an ecosystem are not equal, power

dynamics tend to exist (Autio & Thomas, 2014), and from this angle, the possibility to

replace a passive partner would benefit the ecosystem. However, some literature also

supports the difficulty of partner replacements to some extent. The interdependent nature of

ecosystems causes that once a selected actor is established in taking on certain

responsibilities, it is difficult to change or replace, and that a partner's withdrawal is likely

to damage the innovation ecosystem (Lingens et al., 2021). It may thus be justified to keep

the fixed partnership model. Notwithstanding, the issue of passive partners remains,

suggesting further incentives for the existing actors.

The findings questioned the reimbursement rates of certain Business Finland funding

programs. Given the bureaucracy that follows from Business Finland funding and

companies' real-life capacity to leverage public R&D support, the co-financing rates and

contributions were simply labeled unprofitable by some representatives. While this suggests

higher compensations, the discussion around R&D financing rates is complex and highly

specific to the social and economic context. Prokop et al. (2018) concluded that any public
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funding for innovation should be conditional. Gretschmann, K., & Schepers (2016) agreed

that public financing should be offered only in the presence of a parallel R&D investment

by the beneficiary. However, overly high levels of support have been shown to lead to

crowding out (Kilponen & Santavirta, 2007), making it challenging to identify the

appropriate level of public contribution. As innovation policy instruments must be tailored

for their specific economic and political environment, the Finnish context might benefit from

further discussion on raising the reimbursement rates.

The findings suggest more intermediate-level support for innovation through

experimentation facilities. Lack of such support was perceived to derive from Finland's

traditionally strong focus on basic research over go-to-market support. This mindset is well

recognized in the policy literature, as the EU and Finland have emphasized basic research as

a driver of innovation (European Parliament, 2000, 2010; Ulferts et al., 2021). However, the

landscape at the EU level (Hervás-Oliver et al., 2021) well as national level (Finnish

Parliament, 2021; Business Finland, 2021) is changing through the new R&D spending

goals. Whereas the results imply that a particular challenge for Finland is the insufficient

support for later go-to-market stages, support for close-to-market R&D collaborations has,

in fact, been shown to increase performance (Aguiar & Gagnepain, 2017). Ford et al. (2007)

concluded that in some countries, it might be beneficial to increase the intermediate level

support or alter the allocation of a fixed level support between early and intermediate stages

of the innovation process. For Finland, such policy change may be worthy of further

exploration.

Business Finland funding was viewed to offer support for a limited number of actors

that fulfill certain eligibility criteria for funding. Especially the exclusion of international

ecosystem partners – such as case Microsoft – was deemed to have a negative effect on the

Finnish ecosystem game. Networking opportunities and financial resources that

international partners may provide were viewed as indispensable by some representatives.

Whether funding should be channeled to domestic players is a complex issue since it

concerns the fundamental rationale of innovation policy and R&D expenditures. Nations

typically aspire to direct the social returns of innovation back to the domestic stakeholders

(De Blasio et al., 2015; Becker, 2019), which may be more likely achieved through directing

the support to domestic players. Yet, according to the findings, such spillover effects would

likely increase through inclusion of global players. On that account, public ecosystem

support for both national and international actors who operate within the Finnish ecosystem

landscape may be of significant value.
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5.2 Addressing the policy challenges

RQ2 set out to form recommendations for the Finnish policymakers on how the policy

environment could be improved to further serve the needs of innovation ecosystems. In the

study, accessibility of support instruments for a wide spectrum of players – including

national, international, public and private – was viewed crucial for the success of innovation

ecosystems operating in Finland. To enable commercialization of globally competitive

innovative solutions, the findings indicate that especially international players should be

further integrated into the Business Finland funding scheme. The logic behind the removal

of such unnecessary constraints of policy tools was that Business Finland could enable a

higher magnitude of innovation spillover effects, even with the risk that some of it may be

exploited abroad. Overall, the improved accessibility of financing for a wider spectrum of

players is supported by innovation policy literature. As overly high levels of subsidies may

lead to crowding out, policymakers have been recommended to offer intermediate levels of

subsidies to a larger number of innovative players in contrast to providing significant

portions of support to fewer innovative players (Becker, 2019).

In defining ecosystem-as-structure, Adner (2017) concluded that an innovation

ecosystem comprises all actors who the implementation of the value proposition depends

upon. The findings show that once an ecosystem is formed around a focal value proposition,

innovative activity can be enhanced through securing availability of public support for all

the vital participants. Based on the interview data, it could be argued that the current

approach of Business Finland does not fully support the ecosystem structure but is closer to

the ecosystem-as-affiliation standpoint, in which support is granted for a focal actor – or a

number of actors – who aim to materialize the value proposition of the focal firm. The results

show that several "enabler companies" were excluded from Business Finland funded

ecosystems due to eligibility criteria. An environment for the innovation ecosystems to select

all participants whose special resources the ecosystem's success depends upon – instead of

an artificial setting in which the partner resources are limited to, for example, domestic

players – may be worthy of further discussion.

According to the findings, accessibility of support could also be enhanced through a

cultural and softer component – by redefining or updating the role of Business Finland.  It

was suggested that while Business Finland provides remarkable support for ecosystem

actors, its role could be more strategic and collaborative with the industry players. As control

and hierarchy were deemed obsolete approaches for innovation policy, some participants
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called for more "coaching" and "consultative" approaches, and more understanding of shared

objectives with the industry. This was particularly interesting since Business Finland was

seen as a crucial de-risker of innovation, yet it lacked some of the contemporary ideals of a

governmental agency. As depicted by Mazzucato (2016), authorities of the modern world

should not only "de-risk" the innovative initiatives or attempt to "fix the market", but lead

the exploitation and commercialization of novel ideas, which requires long-term strategic

investments as well as policies that aim to shape markets. Furthermore, the strategic role of

the government was linked to the nature of innovation ecosystems, i.e., to support

innovation, the government must support innovation ecosystems, and the instruments to

support innovation ecosystems should be longitudinal, consistent, and accessible.

Longitudinal and consistent policies are challenging to establish and maintain due to

the nature of policymaker decision-making. Literature recognizes that too often,

policymakers think in terms of legislative periods instead of long-term views (Gretschmann

& Schepers, 2016). As a result, innovation policies often end up being short-termist and

reactive. As depicted in the literature and the study findings, the Finnish innovation policy

strategy and measures have undergone frequent changes throughout the past 10 years.

Examples include the different TEKES funding instruments, SHOK initiatives, and Business

Finland instruments, as well as the somewhat incoherent policies and initiatives from other

innovation support providers. Such fundamental policymaking challenge evidently makes

establishing sustainable innovation policy difficult. The termination of SHOK programs is a

textbook example of how even a longitudinal policy instrument may be removed under

pressuring economic conditions – such as the economic crisis – and how a consistent and

well-functioning innovation policy can be questioned (see Laasonen et al., 2021). However,

the benchmarking examples to the policy instruments in U.K., the U.S, Germany, and

Sweden in the interview findings indicate that long-term policies exist and they are

achievable. This suggests further evaluation and perhaps comparative studies between

different national R&D funding policies emphasizing the length of R&D funding periods.

The longer the commitment to funding an ecosystem, the riskier it may be from the

policymaker standpoint. However, the study results suggest that the government's risk could

be mitigated through regular performance assessments. In fact, longer-term funding with

regular performance evaluation was preferred over short-term support – especially since the

current level of bureaucracy was not nonexistent but rather significant, indicating that short-

term funding may create even a greater level of bureaucracy for ecosystem actors. Thus,

there are some indications that by managing the risk and uncertainty of longitudinal funding
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through consistent evaluation and reconsideration, the sustainability of innovation

ecosystems could be better secured.

The two most popular innovation policy instruments among OECD countries are

upfront subsidies and tax incentives (OECD, 2021, Becker, 2019). In this study, upfront

subsidies were preferred over tax instruments. Subsidies were considered more incentivizing

and effective in contrast to tax reliefs since the latter were not considered clear and concrete

enough. The reason for this was that tax instruments do not actively guide the operation in

the desired direction.  While tax instruments have gained popularity among OECD countries

during the past decade (OECD, 2021), Gretschmann & Schepers (2016) raised some

criticism by noting that as the cost of tax reliefs is not always transparent, such instruments

might turn out to be more expensive than expected. In the Finnish context, tax incentives

were experimented in the Finnish innovation policy in 2013-2014 and they were terminated

due to low take-up, proposing that industry players may not perceive them as appealing as

subsidy-like investments (Laasonen et al., 2020).

To alleviate the inaccessibility of funding and navigate some of the restrictive features

of Business Finland instruments, the findings suggest increasing opportunities for learning

and experimentation. Finland was seen as a borderline perfect pilot environment for early

and intermediate stage innovation, where a "fail fast, learn fast" idea could be embraced. In

doing so, the commercial potential of an innovation could be explored with moderate risk

and cost. In his definition of innovation, Yawson (2009) included the design, production,

management, experimentation, and commercial activities of bringing a concept to the

market, suggesting that experimentation indeed is a valuable tool in developing new ideas.

According to Edler & Fagerberg (2017), an effective innovation policy supports

experimentation, implementation and experimentation, especially in the early market stages.

Whereas the study results support the literature on experimentation, the additional barrier in

the Finnish innovation policy was lack of support in the later close-to-market stages,

suggesting that for such a relatively small nation, both experimentation and

commercialization support from the government are vital.

In the findings, experimentation was associated with the competitive advantages of

Finland. According to the interview data, such pilot testing of new technologies and

solutions should be conducted in the high value driver industries such as medical and

information technology fields. Another advantage of the Finnish innovation ecosystem

landscape was university-industry collaboration – especially since it was noted that Finnish

universities are building stronger links to industry players, which had positive effects on the
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innovation ecosystems in terms of go-to-market potential. In line with the findings,

Gretschmann & Schepers (2016) noted that open innovation only works if all partners

cooperate in bringing ideas to the end markets, suggesting stronger platforms and financing

for public-private partnerships. Traditionally, the more long-term forms of academia-

industry collaboration have been not only found more strategic but also more open, flexible,

and prone to higher number and quality of innovative outcomes (Koschatzky and Stahlecker,

2010; Locatelli et al., 2021), providing justification for such enabling policy measures in

line with the interview findings.

Lastly, an opportunity arising from this study to mitigate several challenges of

innovation ecosystem operation – such as lost output between stages of innovation,

exclusion of certain ecosystem players, and insufficient go-to-market support – was an

innovation ecosystem funding instrument that would support all stages of innovation and

would consider ecosystems as entities rather than subcontractor networks. The findings

propose the instrument to be longitudinal in nature and supportive of domestic, international,

public and private actors. Ideally, the risks of such instrument would be managed by

conducting regular performance assessments for the ecosystem, thus enabling continuity and

effective use of ecosystem resources. Prokop et al. (2018) suggested that innovative projects

should have a measurable output for the public sector to evaluate. This is confirmed with the

study findings. Ecosystems were not viewed as projects but as entities above the projects,

requiring an even more longitudinal and consistent policy approach. It appears that to master

long-term innovation ecosystem funding, policymakers should not only require a

standardized, measurable ecosystem output, but also evaluate it regularly and use the

assessment as a risk management tool.
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6 Conclusion

This study set out to investigate what policy challenges Finnish innovation ecosystems

perceive to exist in the current policy environment. The research also intended to offer

recommendations on how the current environment could be improved to better match the

needs of innovation ecosystems. The findings suggest that the continuity and viability of

innovation ecosystem operation are inhibited by policy barriers such as short-term thinking,

inconsistency of policies, exclusive nature of instruments, and insufficient go-to-market

support. Short-term policies and incoherence of policy initiatives are highly prevalent in the

innovation policy literature, as recent research points to the benefits of longitudinal support

and reduced contradictory regulation.

The research indicates that in contrast to traditional value chain thinking, especially

the nature of innovation ecosystems demands a more longitudinal policy approach, as

building the foundation for a scalable ecosystem is a time-consuming process. To some

extent, this is supported by the ecosystem literature through interdependence and high

adaptation costs. While the literature recognizes that consistent, long-term policies are

challenging to establish and maintain, the study suggests a further re-evaluation of the

Finnish innovation funding periods, as references to long-term benchmarking instruments

emerged in the results. The results imply that policymakers could use regular performance

evaluation as a risk management tool for the longer-term support, which would enable

continuity for successful innovation ecosystems. Such performance assessments are less

present in the literature, suggesting future studies of long-term innovation ecosystem funding

and performance evaluations.

In this study, the exclusive nature of instruments refers to the notion that international

players and public actors such as cities are often ruled out of the Finnish innovation

ecosystems through eligibility criteria of R&D funding. These impediments are less present

in the literature, partly due to the scarcity of existing research linking innovation ecosystems

with policy instruments. While economic rationales for innovation policy highlight the

spillover effects of innovation which should be directed to national stakeholders, this study

argues that through the variety of resources and the higher magnitude of spillover effects

that multinational actors are likely to provide as ecosystem partners, further integration of

such players into the Finnish R&D ecosystem funding scheme would be of value for the

National Innovation System (NIS) over the long term.
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The findings accentuate that the Finnish innovation ecosystems require stronger

facilities for learning and experimentation provided by the government. Means for

supporting experimentation include enabling funding for cities and governmental sponsoring

of pilot projects of innovation ecosystems. Previous research supports the role of

government as an enabler of experimentation, as conducting experiments has been

recognized to be a vital phase of the innovation process for decades. However, in the study,

it was noted that through recognized national value drivers such as strategic university-

industry collaboration, high levels or trust and resilience, and industries such as medical and

information technology, Finland is a particularly favorable environment for piloting and

experimenting. Hence, increased levels of public support for experimentation of innovation

would especially be of value through the competitiveness and unexploited potential of such

value drivers.

While the traditional role of government as an early-stage risk absorber through R&D

investments of innovation is well acknowledged in the literature, more contemporary

research points to going beyond that role towards a strategic partner of the industry. This

suggests going beyond the de-risker role towards leading the design and implementation of

new solutions. In this study, similar arguments emerged as in contrast to a resource provider

role, a more consultative and enabling approach was expected from governmental actors.

Besides the call for improved early-stage support, it was suggested that for a small nation

such as Finland, assistance for the intermediate go-to-market stages should be stronger.

This study also identified specific constraints of Finnish R&D funding instruments

that may be useful for policymakers and the innovation policy discussion. The results show

that Finland lacks – and could benefit from – an innovation ecosystem funding instrument

that supports the full journey of innovation from research to market. Reflecting silo mentality

and incoherence of policies, the findings suggest that the current instruments are directed to

separate actors of the innovation process, i.e., basic research, applied research, and later go-

to-market stages. This was viewed to inhibit experimentation and to result in lost output

between the stages of innovation, a phenomenon well known as the Valley of Death. As the

funding is typically directed to individual actors with the current B2B instruments, it may

not offer full support for the variety of players that an innovation ecosystem's success may

depend upon.

Finally, the findings of the study questioned the reimbursement rates of certain

Business Finland funding programs to some extent. Given the bureaucracy that follows from

participating in a publicly funded innovation ecosystem and companies' real-life capacity to
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exploit such R&D support, the current co-financing rates and contributions may not

sufficiently incentivize ecosystem actors for high-risk innovation. Literature agrees that

finding the optimal level of public R&D contribution is challenging, as funding should be

conditional and only provided in the presence of a parallel investment by the beneficiary.

Furthermore, overly high levels of support have been shown to lead to crowding out. Despite

finding the appropriate levels of R&D compensation being an ambitious endeavor, in the

light of the findings, updating the financing rates appears to be a worthwhile discussion.

6.1 Theoretical contributions

The ecosystem analogy has risen to prominence partly due to the failure of conservative

innovation models to offer successful policy strategies (Yawson, 2009). This study makes a

key theoretical contribution to the literature field of innovation policy by investigating it

from the standpoint of innovation ecosystems, which have been identified as the dominant

way of transitioning novel ideas into implementable solutions (Rabelo et al., 2015). This

study offers insight and clarity to the nature and needs of innovation ecosystems and

provides guidelines for future research and design of modern and incentivizing policy

measures. The tools and recommendations arising from this study are particularly suitable

for the competitive landscape of today and the coming years, which is noted to be ecosystem

vs. ecosystem (De Vasconcelos Gomes et al., 2021).

Western governments have contemporarily been suggested to shift from an early-stage

de-risker towards a strategic co-leader of innovation (Mazzucato, 2016; Prokop et al., 2018).

This view is confirmed and extended by the study findings that present new insights on the

topic regarding the Finnish policy context. Apart from the works by Gretschmann &

Schepers (2016) and Laasonen et al. (2020), few scholarly attempts to investigate the needs

and desired policy improvements of innovation ecosystems have been presented. As

innovation policies are tailored for their specific social, economic and political environment,

the study extends the literature stream of Finnish innovation policy (e.g., Rinkinen, 2016;

Lemola, 2020; Laasonen et al., 2020), its perceived effects on innovation ecosystem

performance, and its constraints and opportunities. Within the limits of the specificity of the

studied innovation policy instruments, the findings of the study are comparable to peer

economies and thus offer a theoretical benchmarking reference for understanding value

creation through innovation ecosystems and appropriately designed policy instruments.
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6.2 Managerial implications

This study reveals several barriers and opportunities of innovation policy that may be of

value especially for the Finnish policymakers but also for executives on both the public and

private sector sides. Channeling R&D expenditures – the powerful force of facilitating

innovation – is a question that is especially relevant in the light of the new, ambitious R&D

objectives of Finland and the EU.  As the understanding of public policy on how to design

incentivizing instruments often lacks behind that of industrial and academic innovators

(Wessner, 2005; OECD, 2017; Laasonen et al., 2020), this research raises new and relevant

insights for the Finnish policy discussion on the potential barriers and mitigating principles

of innovation policy. The study provides tools to clarify the prevailing confusion of Finnish

innovation policy by extending the current view through the voice of economically

significant ecosystem actors in the Finnish innovative landscape. The primary data of this

study comprises a spectrum of public and private innovation ecosystems, covering the

perspectives of industry, academia and research institutions, thus making the

recommendations particularly relevant for policymaker discussion.

6.3 Limitations

This study has limitations. While the amount of primary and secondary data was extensive

and the investigated innovation ecosystems represented a wide spectrum of players from

industry, academia, and research organizations, the scope of research does not include the

policymaker viewpoint. Therefore, this study does not represent an ideal innovation policy

but the perceptions of innovation ecosystem representatives regarding how the Finnish

innovation policy could be improved. Moreover, while the literature review is

comprehensive, very few studies with a focus on both innovation ecosystems and innovation

policy exist, making benchmarking of certain policies complicated. The contingent nature

of innovation policies should be considered when reviewing the study – as stated, innovation

policies must be tailored for and within their respective social, economic, and cultural

environments.

As this commissioned study aimed to deliver insights for the Finnish policymaking

discussion, it reflects some specific features and constraints of the Finnish innovation policy

organizations and their instruments. However, the specific funding instrument for each

interviewed organization was not identified and matched due to lack of that information in
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the data collection phase. Therefore, this study represents and inductive overview of the

emerging challenges and opportunities of Finnish innovation policy from the standpoint of

innovation ecosystems, i.e., how innovation ecosystems experience the current innovation

policy scheme, what are the characteristics of the available instruments, and how they could

potentially be developed.

6.4 Opportunities for further research

The results of the study provide avenues for further research in the field of innovation policy.

The long-term nature of policy instruments is challenging to achieve, yet possible,

suggesting comparative studies with peer economies on the nature of public R&D

instruments. As the results show that viability of innovation ecosystems may be more likely

enabled through long-term instruments, this begs the question of how the government can

manage the risk of longitudinal commitment to high-risk innovation. Measuring innovation

input and output may be used as a risk management tool, yet such innovation ecosystem

performance assessments remain scarce in the current literature. What should be measured

and how often – to find balance between bureaucracy and risk – are especially relevant

questions for modern innovation policy. The consultative role of the government as a

strategic partner of the industry also needs further clarification in the form of how innovation

policies are designed, and who is involved in the policy discussions and legislative drafting.

Another important question for future researchers is how to maximize the spillover

effects of innovation while effectively directing most of the value back to the national

stakeholders. Whereas excluding global partners from national R&D funding has its

rationale, this study presents that it may be of value to open the funding scheme for

international players. This is, however, subject to finding a way to secure that the final

benefits are directed to those who carry the financial risk. Lastly, while collaborative R&D

instruments exist and have been studied, a fully integrative innovation ecosystem funding

instrument has not been introduced so far. The journey of innovation from research to market

is full of repeated trial and error between several stakeholders, hence the complexity of the

issue. Nevertheless, experimentation of novel – and potentially integrative – instruments to

tackle the Valley of Death might be an increasingly valuable practice for the future design

and implementation of innovation policy.
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